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Timber sales 
may relieve 
ski hill debt 
TERRACE --  The large 
recreational reserve area 
surrounding the Kit- 
sumkalum Ski Hill may 
be logged to help pay off 
part of the community 
ski operation's capital 
debt.• The idea received 
endorsement from Ter- 
race city council at a 
meeting, held Oct. 27, but 
its finalization will de- 
pend on a decision by the 
Ministry of Forests and 
Lands. 
The concept was 
originally proposed by 
the administration f the 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional ~ 
District to .the Terrace 
Tourism and Economic 
Advisory Committee, 
and a f te rward  the 
Minister of Forests and 
Lands, Jack Kempf,. was 
/approached.  Fur ther  
progress has been 
delayed, however, by the 
intervention of the pro- 
v ine ia l  e lect ion.  
Although the Omineca 
constituency has re- 
elected Kempf, Premier 
Vander Zalm recently 
stated he will not make 
any cabinet appoint- 
ments until the final 
results of the Section 80 
(unregistered) vote are in 
and the membership of 
the legislature officially 
confirmed. The Chief 
Electoral Officer will an- 
nounce, the final count 
on Nov. 4, and Vander 
Zalm is expected to 
reveal his cabinet roster 
on Nov. 15. 
"When the electorate 
involved in the regional 
district skil hill function 
voted this summer to 
close K i t sumka lum 
Mountain, the regional 
district withdrew from 
the operat ion  and 
jurisdiction over the 
recreational reserve pro- 
perty around the moun- 
tain was returned to the 
Landis Branch. It was ex- 
pected at that time that 
the land would remain a 
recreational reserve, but 
the Lands Branch also 
has the opt ion  of 
transferring jurisdiction 
to the Forest Service, in 
which case it could be in- 
cluded in the annual 
allowable cut for the 
Kalum Forest District. 
Ald.- Robert Cooper 
said at the Oct. 27 coun- 
cil meeting that if the 
land could be withheld 
from the allowable cut it 
could be logged by 
someone other than a 
tree farm licensee and 
the profits applied to the 
$.6 million capital l debt 
left over from the ski hill 
operation. Cooper said 
the size of the area to be 
harvested and the poten- 
tial revenue cannot be 
determined until a log- 
ging plan is established~ 
and the plan will not be 
drawn up until minis- 
terial approval is obtain- 
ed. 
For more 
provincial 
election 
figures, 
see page 24 
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Jill Thlesssn, 8, is one of many youngsters who take ad- 
vantage of a great Canadian sport, skating. 
Local carpenters Olive Tessaro (left) and Gary McAvoy~ 
!team up to complete the roof system on the rear sec-: 
*tion of the RCMP building. See stow page 17. 
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Names in for school, 
council civic elections 
TERRACE - -  At the available positions as 
close of nominations on school trustee. They are 
Oct. 27, Returning Of- incumbent Laverne His- 
ricer Murdo MacDonald lop, present chairman of 
reported that four can- the school board and 
didates filed for election a homemaker ;  Bev 
toTerraceCity Council Mackie, a housewife; 
for three available alder- Barbara Ross, a finance 
manic seats. They are clerk; Francis Sabine, 
incumbents  Robert  a college counsellor; 
Cooper, Robert Jack- Wallace Schmidt, a 
man and Doug Smith; superint'endent; and 
and Terrace ironworker George Stanley, a college 
Graham Geeraert. The instructor. The school 
election will take place trustee lections will take 
Nov. 15, with advance place on the same date as 
polls Nov. 7 at the Ter- the elections to Terrace 
race Municipal Hall council; advance polls 
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., will also be taken on the 
and Nov. 14 at Mills same dates and times and 
Memorial Hospital from in the same locations. 
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Watch the Nov. 5 issue 
Returning Off icer  of the Terrace Review 
Elaine Johnson reported for detailed profiles of 
that seven nominations all cand~ates in the civic 
were filed for three and schoolelections. 
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Date 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 24 
OCt. 25 
Oct. 26 
HI Lo PIle. 
12 9 1.8 mm 
14 9 1.0 mm 
15 8 0.8 mm 
12 6 trice 
13 9 1.2 mm 
12 9 3.6 mm 
10 8 9.8 mm 
Forecast: Cloudy,  
showers, mild for first 
part of week, with after- 
noon highs around 10 
or 11, Iowa to 7. Then 
cold the second part of 
the week, with after- 
noon highs of 5 or 6 and 
lows of -1 or -2. 
50 CENI 5 
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I Skeena 
elects 
Dave 
Parker 
TERRACE - -  Voters in 
the Skeena riding • mir- 
rored a provincial trend 
Oct. 22 in both their 
selection of a majority 
party candidate :and 
percentage of votes for 
the two major political 
parties. Soc ia l  Credit 
candidate Dave Parker, 
a Terrace school trustee 
in h i s  first provincial 
campa ign ,  defeated 
veteran NDP incumbent 
Frank Howard by an 
unofficial margin of 
1,157 votes. Skeena will 
return a Social Credit 
member to the legislature 
for the first time since 
1975 when Cyril Shel- 
ford was elected to repre- 
sent the riding. 
The composition of 
the legislature is current- 
ly projected to ,be  49 
Social Credit members 
and 20 NDP members, 
but an extraordinarily 
high number of Section 
80 (unregistered) ballots 
coupled with narrow 
margins of counted votes 
place the results in thir- 
teen ridings in doubt. 
Parker ' s  v ictory in 
Skeena appears to be 
secure according to elec- 
toral officer Barbara 
McGowan, who specu, 
lated that there are fewer 
than 1,000 Section 80 
votes to be counted in 
the riding. Off ic ial  
results will not be an- 
nounced until Nov. 4 
because the names of 
unregistered voters have 
to be compared to names 
on the registration list to 
ensure that no one voted 
twice. 
Parker received a total 
of 7,182 votes for 49.28 
percent of the 14,572 
ballots cast in Skeena. 
Frank Howard got 6,025 
votes for 41.37 percent. 
The Skeena popular vote 
percentage matched 
a lmost  exactly the 
overall results in B.C., 
which came to 49.7 per- 
cent for Social Credit 
and 42.2 percent for the 
NDP. The vote for other 
parties exceeded the pro- 
vincial average, with 
Liberal William Hayes 
garnering 717 votes for 
4.9 percent and Indepen- 
dent Gordon Sebastian 
getting 648 votes for 4.4 
percent. The figures also 
continued on psp 23 
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De lli .Rema I Community plan hearing continues 
passes away THORNHILL- -Accor -  ding to the 1984 figures 
there are about 2,500 
1915, passed away Oct. ~ - ~ - ~  
19 at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace after 
a long fight with cancer. 
He was 71. 
by Suzy Hamilton 
Terrace Contributor 
Dell, one of five 
brothers, was born in 
Alvadore, Oregon. He 
met Illeen Snyder in 
nearby Myrtle Point 
where they were married 
in 1937. After a suc- 
cessful career in sales in 
Oregon and California, 
Dell brought his wife and 
three sons to Smithers in 
1967. There, he owned 
and operated Rema's 
Auto Wrecking at 
Evelyn Station for six 
years. In 1974 he and II- 
leen moved 4Okm east of 
Terrace to homestead 
land on the Skeena River 
where he' spent he rest of 
his life. 
Dell's friends will miss 
his ready wit and 
elaborate stories. He lov- 
ed to teach and there 
were messages in his 
stories for every listener. 
He was in love with life, 
ready for a good time, 
and full of kindness. 
As a trapper, apursuit 
he cherished throughout 
his life, he was careful to 
tend his line with an eye 
to the future. Dell always 
left enough animals to 
provide for tomorrow. 
Many of his friends 
benefitted from his will- 
ingness to . "doctor"  
them; he eased pain and 
comforted in the manner 
of a true practitioner. 
Dell believed in solv- 
ing problems through is 
own actions. As much as 
he loved to "gab", he 
Dell Rerna 
prized the excitement of 
life and work more. 
• When he played his 
squeeze box and har- 
monica, heads turned 
and to~s tapped. Playing 
them both at the same 
time was a mean trick, 
but Illeen was there to 
make it possible. Their 
love foi" one another 
enriched everyone they 
met. 
Dell was a man of vi- 
sion. He could ac- 
complish anything he 
tackled, could invent 
new ways to overcome 
obstacles, and combine it
all with a "gift of gab" 
that endeared him to his 
many friends across 
Canada and the United 
States. 
He is survived by his 
wife, Ill••n; three of his 
four sons, Ben and his 
wife Angi of Mr. Albert, 
Ont., Alvie of Topley, 
and Rex and his wife 
Sherry of Terrace; four 
grandchildren, Jeanne, 
Mike~ Jessep and Tom; 
and one great grand- 
Fire report child, Eddie. He is also 
survived by two 
On Wednesday, Oct. brothers, Warren Rema 
22 the Terrace fire of Blue Lake, Califor- 
department attended a nia, and Zane Rema of 
small vehicle fire on the Powers, Oregon. 
Sande Overpass. Funeral services were 
Fire Chief Clifford held at the Salvation At- 
Best said the carburetor my Chapel in Terrace on 
fa'e was put out quickly Oct. 23. Dell Rema was 
with no injuries buried at the Terrace and 
resulting. District Cemetery. 
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' .  1 L,Y'. 3223 Emerson St. , 
people living in the area 
affected by the Greater 
Terrace Official Com- 
munity Plan. A series of 
information meetings 
and fan extended public 
hearing have brought out 
between 200 and 300 in- 
terested residents of the 
area who have filed, a 
variety of general 
criticisms of the plan, 
and many of them have 
maintained that a com- 
munity plan is un- 
necessary. 
by Michael Kelly 
The most recent public 
h~aring session took 
place in the Thornhill 
Community Centre Oct. 
15, attended by about 50 
people. The hearing was 
conducted by a panel 
consisting of Bob 
Marcellin, assistant ad- 
ministrator for the 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District, regional district 
board chairman Les 
Watmough, planning 
consultant Norma Ker- 
by, regional district Ter- 
race director Robert 
Cooper, and regional 
district assistant planner 
Tosh .Yamashita. 
Although many of the 
objections lodged at the 
meeting were repetitions 
of non-specific com- 
plaints about the escala- 
tion of government 
straight-jacketing heard 
at previous meetings, the 
Oct. 15 gathering also 
produced a number of 
written briefs directed at 
particular sections of the 
• plan. 
One submission called 
attention to the plan's 
expressed intent for per- 
mitting no residential 
subdivisions outside the 
Teirace North area until 
the subdividable and in 
that area is fully used. 
The brief was critical of 
the policy on Several 
points, stating that 
developers in other areas 
would have to depend on 
the ambit ions and 
capital abilities of Ter- 
race North landowners, 
and that preference for 
one area would result in 
a distortion of real estate 
prices which would be 
harmful to landowners 
in other areas. The' brief 
also quest ions the 
suitability, of Terrace 
North in view of 
reported problems in ob- 
taining reliable ground- 
water in some parts of 
the area. 
The background 
studies for the communi- 
ty plan, completed in 
1984, designate Terrace 
North as a preferred area 
for rural residential 
development due to 
minimal land use and en- 
vironmental conflicts, 
few terrain hazards and 
nearness to the Terrace 
municipal boundaries. 
The ground water pro- 
blem is acknowledged in 
the background studies, 
but the solution was an. 
ticipated by the logic of 
an eventual boundary ex- 
pansion by Terrace. That 
eventuality was recently 
delayed for an indefinite 
period of time by a 
resolution of Terrace you what color to paint your -, 
council rejecting a boun- house". Tosh Yamashita 
dary expansion pro- 
posed. 
The remainder of the 
written briefs addressed 
the designation of the 
Lakelse Lake-Lakelse 
River area as a Special 
Resource Management 
Area which would re- 
quire site-specif ic 
development permits. 
All of the briefs contend 
that stringent enforce- 
ment of the present zon- 
ing regulation, regional 
district Bylaw 57, would 
provide adequate con- 
trols without the addi- 
tion of further restric- 
tions. One submission 
went further in re- 
questing intensive 
wildlife management for 
the area and. a 25-year 
moratorium on logging 
the slopes immediately 
east of the lake. 
During the heating pro- 
cess Dr. Norma Kerby has 
repeatedly stressed that he 
community plan, despite its 
designation as Bylaw 47, 
is not a zoning bylaw, but a 
guideline for land use. 
There have been umerous 
problems in the past with 
the existing zoning bylaws 
in the area, and Dr. Kerby 
indicated that it is time to 
re-examine the present 
regulations and replace 
them with something more 
comprehensive and 
foresighted. One resident 
maintained that the pro - I  ~(~i~ ' l  T I 
liferation of bylaws is "in- 
sidious, they tie up IF M [ 
everything in the communi- 
ty". He added that in his ~ENSON OPTICAL [ 
previous place of residence 4623-2 Lakelse ' Phone 
in Alberta "they even tell Terrace. B.C. 638.0341 
denied .that he community 
plan. bylaw Would confer 
any such powers on the 
regional district, and he ad- 
ded that the development 
• permit system would in fact 
give the regional district 
greater speed and flexibility 
in dealing with applications 
because the lengthy pro. 
cess of bylaw amendment 
would be eliminated. 
In defense of the 
development permit 
system, Bob Marcellin add- 
ed that blanket land use 
designations can be avoid- 
ed in the environmentally- 
sensitive Lakdse Lake 
• area. "At this time it's very 
difficult o say what future 
development should be," 
he told the group. "We 
continued or= pa~e-7,,3~ 
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ragon Insurance 
If your licence 
expires Oct. 31 
Full Autoplan service 
with qualified, friendly staff 
All Classes of Insurance 
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Including: 
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TERRACE - -  ' The 
escalating cost of wilful 
damage to local busi- 
nesses has prompted the 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
to fight back. At a recent 
meeting of Chamber 
members, Terrace mer- 
chants Dick Sharpies and 
Bob Park proposed the 
establishment of a-- 
reward fund for inform- 
ants whose help leads to 
the arrest and conviction 
of vandals. The motion 
passed and was later 
ratified by the Chamber 
executive. 
In putting forward the 
motion, Sharpies noted 
that insurance claims for 
damages less than 
$10,000 aren't worth fil- 
ing because of the result- 
ing increases ininsurance 
'premiums. "We're being 
beaten to death by this," 
he stated, adding that 13 
exterior lights on his 
establishment were 
recently destroyed. 
The proposed reward 
was $250 for informa- 
tion, which would be 
confidential, leading to 
the arrest and conviction 
of anyone damaging a
Chamber of Commerce 
member's business prop- 
erty. As an additional 
deterrent o would-be 
defacers, window- 
breakers and other 
impulsive-destructive 
types, each of the 
Chamber's member busi- 
nesses will carry a promi- 
nent sign advertising the 
reward. 
Terrace RCMP Cst. 
Ewen I-Iarvie was present 
at the Chamber meeting, 
and he agreed that there 
is an ongoing problem in 
capturing people respon- 
sible for acts of van- 
dalism. I-Iarvie, how-' 
ever, maintained that 
public apathy in report- 
ing incidents is a large 
part of the policing prob- 
lem. "Here we have 25 
policemen for a popula- 
tion of 10,000. That's 
20,000 eyes, and it is 
continually amazing to 
me that nobody sees 
anything," he said. Har- 
vie said that despite 
prominent attention 
given to vandalism in 
Terrace this year, the 
Vandal 
strikes 
TERRACE --A 25-year- 
old Terrace man was ap- 
prehended by police 
Saturday night, Oct. 25 
when he was observed 
committing acts of van- 
dalism to private and 
public property. 
The man broke a Ter- 
race businessman's win- 
dow, damaged a gas 
pump and kicked over a 
litter barrel. 
Terrace Men's 
Rec. Hockey League 
PDQ Wranglers 9 CNR 0 
CNR 6 PDQ Wranglers 3 
Augies 10 Thornhill Oklea 2 
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" gh members thai School Chamber resolves to fi t vandals 
Similar system in place 
number of incidents are 
no higher than at this 
time in 1985. Harvie also 
pointed out that there is 
a certain amount of 
statistical distortion in 
the way police records 
have to be kept. Refer- 
ring to a recent binge of 
tire-slashing in the 
downtown area, Harvie 
said that although the 
damage was a Single pro- 
tracted act by one or two 
criminals the records 
would show 68 separate 
incidents 
the actual number of 
tires knifed. 
: According to police 
profiles, the average 
Terrace-area vandal is 15 
to 21 years of age, 
destroys property while 
representing in the company o f  a for ten years. During 
group of peers, and does that period, he said, a 
so for the most part dur, total of ten rewards have 
ing the hours around been paid out. All of 
closing rimefor bars and them have gone to 
pubs. Harvie supported students, and none have 
the reward proposal; but been claimed for the past 
he also told Chamber two years. 
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"To all the people who worked so hard on my campaign, to all the people who supported 
me, a heartfelt 'thanks'! I couldn't have done it without you. 
Having placed your confidence in me, I will work very hard to ensure that the next 
few years are good ones for our Riding. 
If you have any inquiries or concerns, please call-- I will be available to you. 
Until I establish my constituency office, I can i _ 
be reached through Parker & Associates (~ '~.~ ' ' ' , r ' ' ' ' '~ 
at 635-4215." k . . ~ -  
Dave 'ker, your MLA 
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ledge neither of the which other new pro- 
schools offers such a grams are to receive ad- 
course since both schools ditional funding. Is such 
enrol students to the money perhaps intended 
Grade Ten level, and we to send a person to 
can only assume such Toronto to learn how to 
money will be spent at t ract  "o f f - shore  
elsewhere, students" as was also 
decided at the same 
• The same proposal in- meeting? 
cluded spending an addi- 
tional $14,000 on sup- 
plementary materials for 
"other new programs". 
As taxpayers  and 
parents, we are entitled 
to be informed as to 
To the editor 
Where are our School 
Distr ict #88 school 
trustees really spending 
the money that is allo- 
cated to our children's 
education? A proposal 
presented at the regular 
meeting of the Terrace 
school trustees on Oct. 
14, 1986, included spen- 
ding $500 on supplemen- 
tary mater ia ls  for 
Phys ica l  Educat ion  
11/12 at both Skeena 
and Thornhill Secondary 
Schools. To my know- 
Our children are in 
need of such money to be 
spent on resources they 
can use now. I am sure 
the provincial govern- 
ment had such a direc- 
Patricia Loptson 
Terrace, B.C. 
tion in mind when the 
funds were made avail- 
able to the school 
districts. To bring our 
children's educational 
needs on line with those 
that are in demand in the 
labour market, money 
must be invested in their 
school system. We are 
making the investment 
through our taxes and 
want such money spent 
appropriately. 
I • i 
To the editor, 
Cedarvale parents, 
whose request for school 
bus service to Terrace 
was turned down by the 
Terrace School Board, 
have asked for an 
apology, now that the 
board has "discovered" 
it had a half million 
dollar budget surplus last 
year. 
It isn't only Cedarvale 
parents who deserve an 
apology. Terrace and 
Thornhill parents and 
taxpayers deserve an 
apology, too. In fact, 
they deserve more than 
• Letters to the editor will be 
considered for publication 
only when signed. Please 
include your phone 
number. The editor 
reserves the right to 
condense and edit letters. 
Opinions expressed are 
not necessarily those of 
the Terrace Review. 
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an al~ology• They de- 
serve a full disclosure of 
the facts surrounding the 
budget surplus and the 
dismissal of former 
secretary-treasurer Vern 
Rozee. 
I attended the school 
board meeting on Oct. 
14, to ask some ques- 
tions. There were about 
25 people present, many 
of them parents and tax- 
payers, and many of 
them with questions to 
ask about the budget 
surplus. 
Even to one like 
myself, who has become 
used to the attitude taken 
by the Terrace School 
Board towards citizens. 
who have the temerity to 
come to their meetings 
and ask questions, this 
meeting was exceptional, 
in terms of the hostile, 
overbearing, and even 
intimidating manner in 
which not only the 
public, but also the press 
were treated. 
I believe that the con- 
tinuation of an atmos- 
phere of this kind, at a 
public meeting of an 
elecfed board, is an of- 
fense against he demo- 
cratic process. People 
are not going to be will- 
ing to come and voice 
their concerns if they are 
not treated with elemen- 
tary courtesy and 
respect. 
There are serious ques- 
tions as yet unanswered 
about the budget sur- 
plus. 
The receipt of  
$593,542 f rom the 
Department of Indian 
Affairs in July was 
budgeted revenue for the 
Half-million $ question 
To the editor, 
The trustees of the in- 
cumbent Terrace School 
BOard can expect o have 
a hot time of it if there is 
a public all.candidates 
meeting for Terrace 
School Board this year. 
Deservedly so. The 
public will want to be 
told how more than half 
Efforts 
appreciated 
To the editor, 
The Terrace Fire Depart- 
ram, ~ Rre Depart- 
ment and McDonald's 
would like to thank you for 
your support in our "Get 
Out Alive" fire safety pro- 
gram. 
We would not have been 
able to reach everyone 
without your help and sup 
port. The extra effort that 
you made to attend the 
events is very much ap- 
preciated. 
Rachelle D'Silva, C.R.R. 
Terrace, B.C. 
a million dollars in 
public funds could be 
overlooked in the finan.- 
cial ~tatements. 
The public will not 
sympathize with the tim- 
ing of this oversight in a 
year that school taxes 
were raised. The public 
will want to know 
whether the dismissed 
secretary-treasurer was a 
scapegoat to deflect 
blame. After all, no one 
gets rewarded for in- 
competence.., do they? 
Was there incompe- 
tence? 
These are some of the 
questions one can hear 
the public wondering 
aloud about. 
Perhaps the board has 
an explanation. I am 
wondering who is going 
to have a say in how this 
wayward half million is 
going to be spent. Do the 
school board trustees 
have a plan? 
Francis Sabine, 
Terrace, B.C. 
fiscal year 1985-86. Re- 
cording this receipt in the 
year it was budgeted for 
should not, therefore, 
have created a •huge 
surplus unless there were 
other items of revenue or 
underexpenditure that 
have not yet been ade- 
quately explained. 
One such item was 
referred to by Mr. Rozee 
in a newspaper article of 
Oct. 3:$100,000 re- 
sulting from a decision 
not to hire additional 
teachers in January. But 
the whole story has cer- 
tainly ~ot come out. Nor 
do we knowat this point 
if there was any good 
reason for the 14.5 per- 
cent residential property 
tax increase this year. 
If Mr. Rozee had been 
fired for just cause, it 
seems to me that there 
would have been no re- 
quirement to give him an 
$88,000 "golden hand- 
shake". Messrs. Danny 
Sheridan and Dave 
Par'~er have said this was 
at their lawyers' recom- 
mendation. But the real 
question may be, what 
led their lawyers to make 
such a recommendation? 
What facts might have 
come out, under sub- 
peons, if Mr. Rozee had 
taken the board to 
court? 
The board's apparent 
stonewalling will not 
make these questions go 
away. I went to the Oct. 
14 meeting uncertain as 
to whether I would again 
run for a seat on the Ter- 
race School Board. My 
decision, made after that 
meeting, was to run 
again. 
One thing I know I can 
do is bring a little 
courtesy and respect for 
the public to board 
meetings. 
George Stanley, 
Terrace, B.C. 
. . . . . . . .  eyer 
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Terrace Review 
Victoria Correspondent 
B.C.'s bet on casinos 
worth the gamble? 
- -  School spending questioned 
VICTORIA - -  I hope Premier Vender Zalm saw the 
recent U.S. Public Television production about 
Atlantic City's experience with gambling. 
The program was a sobering account of how a city 
lost its bet on what it hoped would be a bright 
economic future• 
Legalized gambfing was to pull Atlantic City out of 
its economic doldrums, but the only ones who hit the 
jackpot were the casino operators. 
The gambling fever failed to spread its benefits to 
the city at large. The expected economic boom never 
can le .  
But Vender Zalm seems convinced that British 
Columbia can succeed where Atlantic City failed. 
He's taken the first step towards adding a floating 
crap game to the province's economic diversification 
program. 
Starting next summer, two ships plying the waters 
between Victoria and Seattle will have gambling 
casinos - -  slot machines, roulette, blackjack and all. 
One of the vessels is the Princess Marguerite which 
has been a major economic factor in the Victoria 
tourism industry, bringing thousands of visitors to 
the capital city every year. She will be joined on the 
Victoria-Seattle run by the B.C. Ferry Corp. vessel 
Princesx o f  Vancouver, to be modified at a cost of 
$3.5 million. 
Both ships will have gambling casinosi and pro- 
ceeds will go to the B.C. Steamship Corporation, the 
Crown agency which operates the vessels. 
Reaction to the floating casino gamble has been 
mixed. Hotel operators are ecstatic because the sec- 
ond vessel to be added to the run will dock in Victoria 
overnight, leaving all those Yankee gamblers to look 
for a place to stay. 
Some merchants are afraid, however, that the 
passengers will part with most of their disposable 
tourist dollars in the casinos, before they even arrive 
here• 
But for better or worse, British Columbia's first 
two casinos will be open for business next summer. 
And from all indicators, that's only the start. 
True to.the promise he made during the leadership 
campaign, Premier Vender Zalm intends to take the 
gamble a step further. You can expect casinos in a 
number of locations during the next few years. 
The fhrst land-bound casino will probably be in the 
resort town of Whistler, a hundred miles north of 
Vancouver. Other towns will undoubtedly be in- 
terested. 
The prospect of having casinos all over the prov- 
ince is not without danger, the greatest of which is 
how to keep organized crime from getting control of 
them. 
Those in favor of legalized gambling usually point 
to Monte• Carlo as a good example of how casinos 
should be operated. But there's no assurance that 
B.C. won't follow the example of Las Vegas where 
the mob is unquestionably in control. 
The only way full-scale gambling can be kept 
honest is for the government to run the casinos, 
perhaps through a Crown corporation. A gaming 
commission overseeing casinos operated by private 
entrepreneurs won't do it. 
If private enterprise is in control of casinos, the 
profits will only serve to line the pockets of their 
owners, and little of the loot will find its way into the 
tax base of the communities. 
And that's where the rub will be. Totally commit- 
ted to free enterprise, the Socreds will find it difficult 
to go into the casino business. They will be tempted 
into believing that they can confine their role to 
overseeing and controlling casinos, rather than 
operating them. 
continued on I)s|e 23 
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The Terrace Review asked: 
Has Terrace's anti-litter campaign 
made a visible difference in the community? 
Stan Tumor Brian Shaw 
I would say no, I I always put my gar- 
don't think the project bage in baskets or 
has proved to be as ef- deposit litter in my 
fectlve as it was sup- pocket so it doesn't 
posed to be when first make much difference 
Initiated. A lot more to me. I work in the 
could be done. I don't bush for Skeena 
feel that a few people Cellulose and I don't 
picking up - litter is throwout garbage and 
enough. The city has I don't •think anyone 
got to get more involv- should. It doesn't mat. 
ed and littering has to ter if the garbage can 
be controlled through is there or not, people 
greater policing. If should make an effort 
someone drops litter it to keep the town tidy. 
is not enough to have I'm not sure that the 
ano.ther individual  ..... Terrace litter commit- 
walking behind to pick tee has made much of 
it up. a difference, at least 
not that I've noticed. • 
Bertha Watmough 
I think that this cam- 
paign has made a 
tremendous difference 
and I also think that 
the hiring of the new 
community service 
workers was a splen. 
did idea. 
i i i 
Police 
report 
by Carrie Oison 
On Friday, Oct. 23 the 
Terrace RCMP charged 
an adult male with im- 
paired driving and 
possession of hash. 
The driver received 
these charges as a result 
of rolling his 1975 Dodge 
van on Old Lakelse Lake 
Road. 
The reported damage 
to the van was $2000.00. 
On Saturday, Oct. 25 
the RCMP charged a 
Terrace man with im- 
paired driving. 
• The driver was in- 
volved in a single vehicle 
accident  when his 
automobite was turned 
over in a ditch. 
No in jur ies were 
reported. 
Classifieds Work. 
Karel Trappl 
I have seen the gar- 
bage barrels around 
Terrace, but I haven't 
really paid much atten .~ 
tion to the difference 
between now and then, 
perhaps because this 
is a gradual change. I 
definitely think that 
the cleanup campaign 
is a beneficial addition 
to the community 
because it shows the 
pride that we have in 
Terrace. 
Rachell D'Sllva 
Yes, I would say that 
there is quite a dif- 
ference in the 
cleanliness of 
Terrace's streets. 
% . 
Nancy err 
I certainly notice a 
difference, especially 
along Eby and Walsh 
near the high school. 
The l itter baskets 
seem to be being used 
and the streets are 
much cleaner. The Ter- 
race Litter Cleanup 
Campaign has in- 
stituted a very good 
project. 
Education workshop held 
TERRACE-- Jeff Ballou, District Counsellor f om North 
Vancouver, gave a recent workshop on a suicide preven- 
tion program that has been successfully implemented in 
North Vancouver Secondary Schools. 
The workshop, held Oct. l0 at the Inn of the West, was 
one of a number of Special Education workshops attended 
by special education teachers and administrative staff, 
counsellors, principals and members of local ~'rvice agen- 
cies. 
School District 88 (Terrace) isexandning the North Van- 
couver program with a view to developing a similar pro- 
gram within the Terrace area schools. The need for a 
suidde prevention program was recognized when Terrace 
was identified as one of the areas of the province with a 
higher than average suicide rate. 
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Local litter campaign 
, : .,i/:/ 
participants congratulated 
TERRACE - -  Two em- 
ployees with Terrace and 
District Community Ser- 
vices have been recogniz- 
ed for their superb ef- 
forts in helping to keep 
the city tidy. 
A lan  Mather and 
Peter Nisyok .were 
recently presented with a 
"small token of ap- 
p rec ia t ion"  f rom 
members of the Terrace 
Litter Cleanup Commit- 
tee. The two Workmen 
were hired in June and 
will carry on with their 
efforts through the 
winter months. They are 
in charge of emptying 
approximately 40 litter 
bins which have been 
placed at various sites 
throughout the city. 
The two men work as 
a team and are also given 
the responsibility of 
picldng up  litter along 
their route Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 
mornings. It takes them 
from about 8 a.m. to 12 
noon to complete the 
task each day. 
On behalf of the City 
of Terrace, Chamber of 
Commerce and the Litter 
Cleanup Committee, the 
workmen were presented 
with a letter of apprecia- 
tion for "the good job 
they are doing". A lapel 
pin of Terrace's Kodie 
Kermode bear .  plus 
Rona ld  McDonald 
scarves were also given 
to the two young men. 
Representatives for 
the Litter Cleanup Com- 
mittee said there are still 
about 10 more waste bins 
available" for businesses 
to purchase if they are 
interested inhaving them 
slotted at locations 
around town. When an 
individual buys a bin, his 
name orthat of the com- 
pany isplaced on a sign 
attached to the basket. 
• Malcolm Hi lcove,  
member, of the Litter 
Cleanup Committee, 
said he has noticed a dif- 
ference resulting from 
introduction of the bins. 
They have had a positive 
effect in terms of tidier 
city streets. "But it is up 
to the people to decide" 
whether they think im= 
provements are evident. 
Mayor Jack Talstra 
said he is certain the pro- 
ject has been beneficial 
to Terrace. I think we 
have seen very definite 
improvements in the ci- 
ty. The program has 
helped to tidy up the 
community and has put 
people to work in useful 
endeavors. There have 
been comments made 
both to local aldermen 
and members* of the 
cleanup committee in- 
dicating people believe 
the project has been 
useful. 
Hilcove pointed out 
that a group of German 
tourists, who visited Ter- 
race this summer, said 
the community was the 
cleanest town they had 
seen across the north 
from Prince George. 
Chamber o f  Com- 
merce representative 
Bobbie Philfips, said she 
believes thecampaign 
has been effective, I feel 
continued on pase 20 
No vehicle? 
Do you have problems with picking up prescrip- 
tions, groceries, appliances or anything else? For 
all your moving and delivery needs, phone for ex- 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From Safeway 
1:30 & 5:00 PM dally 
plus 8:30 PM Thurs & Fi 
ONLY$4 00 
FREE TO SENIORS... 
only through Chirno 
,.' & Safeway. 
perlenced and speedy 
Qarw]~*- 
638,8530 
Chimo Delivery 
I 
COME IN'! HELP 
U .. . .  tEl 
S 
)BILES 
M 
37900 
Mfgr.'s sugg. 
retail price 
Ski.Doe Days are herel It's your 
opportunity to pick up the new 
Ski.Doe sled you want at a price 
you won't believer We've got the 
machines, we've got the prices. 
And we're ready to deal! Come 
in and help us celebrate! 
Offer valid while supplies last. 
I sk/-doo.  7  ski-doo.G    
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SA L ES L TO. o, ooo.  .,oo 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
=1 = 
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Former Terrace ice hockey athlete Jeff Sharpies Joins trte Detroit Red Wings. 
Jeff Sharpies likes 
national hockey action 
Terrace's donation to idleness," he told us tically zero for next 
the National Hockey prior to last Friday's season." 
League is enjoying his game.against S . Louis. After several years 
stay in the majors and His point and penalty playing minor hockey 
has high hopes he'll re- came against Calgary away from home, Jeff 
main there, and not be Flames on Oct. 18. For- says he's not homesick. 
sent back to Portland tunately for Jeff's family "However, Steve (his 
Winterhawks for an- and friends, that game apartment-sharing fel- 
other year of junior was carried on Hockey low Red Wing, forward 
hockey. Night in Canada and we Steve Chiasson) and I 
Defenceman Jeff  saw him collect his first aren't he greatest cooks 
Sharples, son of Cliff big league stats, in the world. It sure 
and Irene Sharples of, Jeff told us that the would be nice to have 
our fair city, is one of Wings will likely ship out Mom around to take 
eight rearguards current- a couple of defencemen care of the cooking 
ly on the Detroit Red very soon. He is in the angle." 
Wings' roster. With this position of having to go As for Detroit m "It 's 
abundance of blueliners, back to junior - -  he not like walking down 
19-year-old Jeff is not can't be sent down to the the streets of Terrace. 
dressing for every game lower pro leagues like the We don't live in the best 
because only six suit up American of Interna- district by any means 
for each outing, tional leagues, and there are several 
Jeff had played three " I 'm not sure, but I areas close by that we 
games as of last Friday. think they can keep me avoid completely." 
Statistic-wise, he has for I0 games and still The six-foot, 187- 
garnered one assist and ship me back to Port- pounder, played all his 
spent two minutes in the land," he said. "After minor hockey in Terrace 
penalty box. I0 they have to keep me, and was an outstanding 
" I 'm getting my share and with a season up member of Terrace 
of ice time in the games here the chances of going teams that won Peewee, 
where I've dressed, so I back to junior for an Bantam and Midget pro- 
can't complain about over.age year are prac- eotH-~l N pale't 
Terrace Men's Basketball 
Oct. 21. 
All Seasons 85 (Roland Barton 2~, 
Ev's Clippers 58 (Richard Klein 16) 
Skeena Hotel 79 (Doug McKay 22) 
Kluss and Sons 48 (Kevin Maki 13) 
Oct 23. 
All Seasons 71 (Jim Keller 23} 
Kluss and Sons 55 (Steve Jackman 14) 
Ev's Clippers 93 (Mike Hogg 29) 
Skeena Hotel 73 (Phil Letham 26) 
TERRACE MEN'S 
BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
TEAM WON LOST POINTS 
All Seasons 4 0 8 
Ev's Clippers 3 1 6 
Skeena Hotel 1 3 2 
I~luss and Sons 0 4 0 
Terrace Mini.basketball league 
as of October 25th. 
Team won lost tied pte. 
Skeena Hotel Bulls 4 0 0 8 
Shannon Bucks 3 1 0 6 
Sight & Sound Sonics 1 2 1 3 
Totem P,,eltlcs 1 2 1 3 
K'San Knicks 1 3 0 2 
Williams Lakers 1 3 0 2 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
House League 
Tilden Bantams 6 
Skeena Cellulose Peewee Reps I 
TEAM 
Tues. Morning 
Ladles' Cudlng League 
Anna Levesque 6 Berga Anderson 4 
Shidey CIIft 11 Joan Toovey 2 
Martha Basaraba 9 Betty Mahoney 6 
Wednesday Night 
Ladles' Cudlng 
Oct. 22, 7:00 PM 
Apolczer 9 Blaines 7 
• Degemese 14 MacDougal 2 
Jacques 9 Gardlner 3 
Opheim 9 Patterson 4 
Skead 8 Stander 7 
Fugere 10 Gerber 3 
Oct. 22, 9:00 PM 
Cliff tied Lang; Porter over Hildebrand; 
Barry over Hanson; 
Austin over Mcllmoyle; 
Booth over Cammldge; 
Sparkes over Hendry. (scores not 
phoned in for this draw). 
Terrace Mini-basketball 
League 
Oct.. 24 
Skeena Hotel Bulls 34 
Shannon Construction Bucks 29 
Williams takers 48 
Sight & Sound Sonics 21 
Totem Furniture Celtics 29 
K'San Construction Knlcks 25 
MINOR HOCKEY 
Inter-city rap team league standings 
GOALS GOALS 
WON LOST TIED FOR AGAINST POINTS 
Atoms 
Kitlmat 2 - 
Terrace 1 2 
Prince Rupert 1 
Peewees 
Terrace 4 
Prince Rupert 2 
Kltlmat 2 
Bantams 
Prince Rupert 2 
Kltlmat 1 
Terrace 3 
Midgets 
Terrace 2 
Prince Rupert 2 
30 14 4 
1 26 35 3 
1 5 12 1 
45 12 8 
5 24 0 
7 21 0 
t 
20 3 4 
1 12 5 3 
1 8 32 1 
20 7 4 
7 20 0 
SCORES FOR OCT. 18 WEEKEND 
Terrace Atoms 10 Prince Rupert Atoms 3 
Terrace Atoms 2 Prince Rupert Atoms 2 
Terrace Peewees 12 Prince Rupert Peewees 0 
Terrace Peewees 12 Prince Rupert Peewees 5 
Prince Rupert Bantams 7 Terrace Bantams 2 
Prince Rupert Bantams 13 Terrace Bantams 1 
Terrace Midgets 13 Prince Rupert Midgets 3 
Terrace Midgets 7 Prince Rupert Midgets 4 
Terrace Commercial  oct. 19. 
Hockey League Skeena Hotel 10 SKB Wreckers 8' 
Oct. 16. Oct. 23. 
Skeena Hotel 8 SKB Wreckers 6 Inn of The West 6 Skeena Hotel 5 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL HOCKEY STANDINGS 
GOALS GOALS 
TEAM WON LOST TIED FOR AGAINST POINTS 
Skeena Hotel 2 1 0 23 20 4 
Inn of The West 1 O 0 6 5 2 
SKB Wreckers 0 2 0 14 18 0 
It was a filth place finish for A-G-K Pac Men in Terrace youth soccer's under-10 division 
during the regular season. They won one and lost two In the playoffs, by Ken's Photo 
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Terrace takes 8 titles 
Terrace players grabb- Mixed doubles - 'A' - 
ed three singles and f ive BADMINTON Fran Mann, Terrace and 
doubles titles at the Bob Warren, Prince 
Smithers open badmin- Yole and Al Davies, Rupert. Bill and Marg 
ton tournament on Oct. Chudyk, Smithers. 
18 weekend. Smithers. 
• Ladies doubles - 'A' - Mixed doubles - 'B '  - Winners and run- 
nerups are as follows, in Margaret Chudyk and Gord Clent and Chris 
order of finish. Jennifer Eastwood, Tuomi, Terrace. Ray 
Men's singles - "A '  Smithers. Fran Mann Flaherty and Betty 
-Bob Warren, Prince and Judy Flaherty, Ter- Clent, Terrace. 
Rupert. Mark Flaherty, race. Ladies doul~les 'B' - Mixed doubles - 'C '  - 
Terrace. Eileen Birkedal and Susan and At Davies, 
Men's singles - 'B' Diane Cey, Terrace. Smithers. Dave Oulton 
-Gord Clent, Terrace. Carol Irving and Terri and Terri O'Neil l ,  
Allan Davies, Smithers. O'Neill, Srnithers. Smithers. 
Men's singles 'C' 
-Swarn Mann, Terrace. ~ [ ~  
Jackson Hiroto, 
Smithers. ~. 
Ladies singles - 'A' - 
Jennifer Eastwood, ~x~ 
Smithers. Judy Flaherty, 
Terrace. 
Ladies singles - 'B' - 
Diane Cey, Terrace. 
Chris Tuomi, Terrace. 
Men's doubles - 'A' - Curling league full up Warren ,  P r ince  Rupert and Mark Flaher- 
Regular curling 
leagues at the Terrace 
club have reached 
capacity, meaning that 
curlers who wish to play 
and are teamless as of 
now, will have to go on 
the spare list. 
The only six-team 
league is the Ladies' 
Tuesday morning ses- 
sion. The Monday night, 
Friday night and Sunday 
Mixed leagues all have 
full complements of 12 
teams. 
The two men's night 
leagues on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays are at their 
capacity of 24 teams 
each. The ladies' Wed- 
nesday night session is 
also full with 24 teams. 
Due to a lack of in- 
terest, there's no Satur- 
day curling league this 
Je f f  Sharp ies  =o.u..,~ n,,= v,g, 
vincial championships, round. 
Last season saw Jeff 
with Portland Winter- 
hawks, but he only 
played 22 games due to a 
nagging wrist injury 
throughout the season. 
After a good training 
camp earlier this fall, 
Detroit decided to keep 
Jeff around for a longer 
look. He's hoping it's a 
permanent long look. 
He then moved into 
major junior hockey and 
made it to the Western 
Hockey League's all-star 
team in his second year 
with Kelowna Wings. 
In the 1985 NHL entry 
draft, Detroit made Jeff 
their second selection. 
He was picked 29th 
overall from the second 
season. It seems Satur- 
day is the day to do 
something else. 
ty, Terrace. Bill Chudyk 
and Dennis Rasmussen, 
Smithers. 
Men's doubles - 'B' - 
Gord Clent and Ray 
Flaherty, Terrace. Dave 
An exhibition of 
recent works 
A. Hassall 
October 18 - 31, 1986 
'at Northern Light Studio 
4820 Halllwell Avenue, Terrace B.C. 
Derksen's 
Watch 
Repairs 
WATCH & JEWELLERY 
REPAIRS  
- -  ENGRAVING- -  
Phone 635.4538 
3.4619 Lakelse Ave. •Terrace, B.C. 
Treat the kids to 
McDonald  Halloween 
Gift Certificates 
Only Sloo [or a book o| 20 
Just like magic, each HcDonaldS Halloween Gift 
Certificate will change into a regular size soft drink 
when redeemed at McDonald,. Get your Icx~ok of 
20 today for just StO0 at participating McDonald's 
while supplies last. 
Certificates valid until November 30, 1986. 
Trick-or-Treaters must be 14 years of age or younger in order to redeem McDonaldS Halloween Gift Certificates 
IT'S A GOOD TIME 
FOR THE GREAT TASTE 
® 
It w l l  a f i l th place finish for A-G-K Pac Men in Terrace youth soccer's under-10 division 
during the regular season. They won one and lost two in the playoffs, by Ken's Photo 
Curling league full up 
Regular  cur l ing 
leagues at the Terrace 
club have reached 
capacity, meaning that 
curlers who wish to play 
and are teamless as of 
now, will have to go on 
the spare list. 
The only six-team 
league is the Ladies' 
Tuesday morning ses- 
sion. The Monday night, 
Friday night and Sunday 
Mixed leagues all have 
full complements of 12 
teams. 
The two men's night 
leagues on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays are at their 
capacity of 24 teams 
each. The ladies' Wed- 
nesday night session is 
also full with 24 teams. 
Due to a lack of in- 
terest, there's no Satur- 
day curling league this 
season. It seems Satur- 
day is the day to do 
something else. 
Jef f  Sharp ies  =o,e.u~ from page 6 
vincial championships. 
He then moved into 
major junior hockey and 
made it to the Western 
Hockey League's all-star 
team in his second year 
with Kelowna Wings. 
In the 1985 NHL entry 
draft, Detroit made Jeff 
their second selection. 
He was picked 29th 
overall from the second 
round. 
Last season saw Jeff 
with Portland Winter- 
hawks, but he only 
played 22 games due to a 
nagging wrist injury 
throughout the season. 
After a good training 
camp earlier this fall, 
Detroit decided to keep 
Jeff around for a longer 
look. He's hoping it's a 
permanent long look. 
An exhibition of 
recent works 
A. Hassall 
October 18 - 31, 1986 
'at Northern Light Studio 
4820 Halliwell Avenue, Terrace B.C. 
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Terrace takes 8 titles 
Terrace players grabb- 
ed three singles and five 
doubles titles at the 
Smithers open badmin- 
ton tournament on Oct. 
18 weekend. 
Winners and run- 
nerups are as follows, in 
order of finish. 
Men's singles - 'A '  
-Bob Warren, Prince 
Rupert. Mark Flaherty, 
Terrace. 
Men's singles - 'B' 
-Gord Clent, Terrace. 
Allan Davies, Smithers. 
Men's singles 'C' 
-Swam Mann, Terrace. 
Jackson  H i ro to ,  
Smithers. 
Ladies singles - 'A' - 
J enn i fe r  Eastwood,  
Smithers. Judy Flaherty, 
Terrace. 
Ladies singles - 'B' - 
Diane Cey, Terrace. 
Chris Tuomi, Terrace. 
Men's doubles- 'A' - 
Bob Warren, Prince 
Rupert and Mark Flaher- 
ty, Terrace. Bill Chudyk 
and Dennis Rasmussen, 
Smithers. 
Men's doubles - 'B' - 
Gord Clent and Ray 
Flaherty, Terrace. Dave 
Mixed doubles - 'A' - 
BADMINTON Fran Mann, Terrace and 
Bob Warren, Prince 
Yole and AI Davies, Rupert. Bill and Marg 
Smithers. Chudyk, Smithers. 
Ladies doubles- 'A ' -  Mixed doubles - 'B' - 
Margaret Chudyk and Gord Clent and Chris 
Jenn i fe r  Eastwood,  Tuomi, Terrace. Ray 
• Smithers. Fran Mann Flaherty and Betty 
and Judy Flaherty, Ter- Clent, Terrace. 
race. 
Ladies doubles- 'B' - Mixed doubles - 'C' - 
Eileen Birkedal and Susan and AI Davies, 
Diane Cey, Terrace. Smithers. Dave Oulton 
Carol Irving and Terri and Terr i  O 'Ne i l l ,  
O'Neill, Smithers. Smithers. 
Derksen's 
Watch 
Repairs 
WATCH & JEWELLERY 
REPAIRS  
- -  ENGRAVING - -  
Phone 635-4538 
3-4619 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Treat the kids to 
McDonald  Halloween 
Gilt Certificates 
Only Sl. oo for a book of 20 
Just like magic, each HcDonald~s Halloween Gift 
Certificate will change into a regular size soft drink, 
when redeemed at HcDonald's. Get your book of 
20 today for just St00 at participating McDonald's 
while supplies last. 
Certificates valid until November 30, 1986. 
Trick-or-Treaters must be 14 years of age or younger in order to redeem McDonald~ Halloween Gift Certificates 
IT'S A GOOD TIME 
FOR THE GREAT TASTE 
® 
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Terrace takes Grade 8 
volleyball championship 
Skeena boys and 
Thornhill 'A' girls trium- 
phed at the Oct. 18 Ter- 
race Skeena Grade 8 
boys' and girls' annual 
volleyball tournament. 
On the six-team boys' 
side, competitors played 
three-team round-robin 
games with time limits. 
Then they advanced to 
crossover finals against 
the other division. 
Semi-final action saw 
Skeena take Thornhill 
15-9, 12-7, and Chandler 
Park edge Kitimat 15-12, 
14-13: 
In the championship 
game, it was Skeena over 
Chandler Park 14-16, 
15-11, 15-0. The playoff 
for third and fourth saw 
Kitimat down Thornhill 
15-9, 15-11. The other 
standings had Kitwanga 
fifth and Prince Rupert's 
Booth, sixth. 
In the girls' modified 
double knockout series 
with nine teams taking 
part, Thornhil l  'A '  
downed host Skeena 
Gold 15-13, 15-9 in the 
championship game. The 
layoff for third place 
saw Booth down Kitimat 
in a time-limit, total 
point series, 19-18. 
Other standings on the 
girls' side had Kitwanga 
fourth, Kitimat fifth, 
Hazelton sixth, Chandler 
Park seventh, Skeena 
Purple eighth, and 
Thornhill 'B' ninth. 
Fuhlon Spending 
Americans are spending 58 bil- 
lion a year now on large women's 
fashions. 
q. 
Athletes compete in tournament action 
Junior high school while BulkleyValleywas Thornhil l  downed took place at Prince 
teams from ThornhiU 2-and-l, Kitwanga 'A' Bulkley Valley 15-3, Rupert. In the four-team 
and Prince Rupert's l-and-2, and Skeena 15-13 in the champion- girls' section, Smithers 
Booth, plus senior teams 0-and-3. On 'B' side, ship match, beat out the host team in 
from Smithers and Ter- Kitwanga 'B' was In Junior Girls' at the final. Kitimat was 
race Caledonia. came 2-and-0, while Houston Hazelton, Rupert 's  third and Nishga fourth. 
out as winners in volley- was 1-and-1 and Nishga Booth beat out Skeena in The three-team boys 
ball tournament action 0-and-2, the best-of-three chain- side was a double- 
on the Oct. 18 weekend. In the semi-finals, pionsh~p series. Scores knockout set-up, with 
In Junior boys' action Thornhill beat Houston were not available. Caledonia beating 
at Kitwanga, seven teams 15-2, 15-5, while Bulkley Hazelton grabbed third Rupert in the first series, 
played round-robin to Valley took Kitwanga place, followed by Kit- then whipping Nishga 
determine singleelimina- 'B' 15-5,15-6. Kitwanga wanga, Thornhi l l ,  15-7, 15-4. Rupert also 
tion playoff positions. 'B' Won the Consolation Bulkley Valley and beat Nishga to set up a 
On 'A' side Thornhill final 15-13, 15-11 over Nishga, in that order, championship with 
won three and lost none, Houston. All the Senior action Caledonia. The Terrace 
boys won 16-14, 10-15, 
Special Olympics meeting held 9-2. 
TERRACE --  The re- 
cent meeting of the Ter- 
race Special Olympics 
Society involved discuss- 
ing planning for sending 
four Terrace atheletes to 
Vanderhoof in February 
of 1987. 
by Philip Musselman 
u 
In the meeting plans 
for a raffle in Nov. and 
Dec. were gone over. 
The proceeds from a raf- 
fle would be collected to 
help pay for athletic 
trips and other activities. 
According to Gina 
Bowker, the Chairman 
of the group the raffle 
ct, uld have a special 
theme such as "Truckers 
Delight" etc. The theme 
would be made to fit the 
donated prize for the raf- 
fle. 
Scorekeepers are need- 
ed for Saturday after- 
noons at the bowling 
alley between 4 and 6 
p.m. No scoring ex- 
i~i ...... '~i.~ ';..~;~.,~.:~.i.:.~ ' " 
~:~:" ': { . : : ~ ~ " : : : :  ~ .~.'.::,..~:~ 
: ' : .  : i~ , :~:~i  
Terrsce BMX racer Corwln 
Selmens displays his third 
place trophy at Poco's BM× 
Grand Provincial races. He 
competed In the 14 expert 
boys class. In October 
Clayton Stephens of Terrace 
competed In the Grand Pro- 
vincial races In Port Coqult- 
lain and was awarded fourth 
best overall in boys and first 
place In provincial points In 
the 17 and over expert class. 
perience is needed and ing for a year in the Ter- 
everyone is welcome to race area and anyone . 
help. who is interested in help- 
: The special olympics ing in any way please . 
group has been function- phone Gina at 635-7355. 
NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a public hearing 
will be reconvened on 
Wednesday, October 29, 1986 
at the Thornhill Community Center commen- 
cing.7:30 p.m. to receive public Input on the 
"Greater Terrace Official Community Plan 
Bylaw No. 247, 1986, for specified portions of 
Electoral Area 'C' of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine." 
The purpose of this bylaw is to establish an 
official community plan for the rural areas 
surrounding the City of Terrace and Thornhlll. 
The official community plan sets out the Ob- 
jectives and Policies respecting the form and 
character of existing and proposed land use 
and servicing requirements within the af- 
fected area. 
Any and all persons affected by, or having an 
Interest in the Greater Terrace Official Com. 
munlty Plan may make submission to the 
public hearing. Written submissions, where 
possible, are requested. 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the 
offices of the Region.al District of Kitimat. 
Stikine, # 9-4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stlkine 
10129¢ 
I 
OCTOBER CAR & TRUCK SALE 
10% Discount on all unite 
pumhased for Cash. No Trade 
TRUCKS 
1980 
1979 
1979 
1978 
1975 
1975 
1974 
CARS 
1981 
1980 
1978 
Chevrolet Suburban, 9-passenger 
GMC =A Ton pickup 
International Scout 4x4, orange 
Dodge 112 ton, green 
Chevrolet Van, camperlzod, red 
Ford S Cab, 314 ton, canopy, blue 
GMC Van, blue 
AMC 2.door, white 
Chevrolet Malibu station wagon, maroon 
Mercury Zephyr, 4-door, blue 
1978 Oldsmobile Omega, 2-door, brown 
RECREATION VEHICLES 
1982 Sportsman Camperette 
10' Vanguard, 10' Camper 
8' Cascade Camper 
REUM MOTORS LTD., 4521 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635-2655 haler Ucenci No. 5685, 80x 726 tfno 
, 4= , , 4= 4= * * I1= 4= 4= 4= d= 4= , 11= 
10/29G 
,11~. 
November  1, 1986 
' 1:00 p.m. A Symposium 
"Labour& Municipal Affairs" 
CARPENTERS' HALL 3312 Sparks, Terrace 
,6:00 p.m. A Pot Luck Dinner & Dance , 
THORNHILL COMMUNITY CENTRE HALL 3091 CentUry 
. L IV  
"ENTERTAINMENT. 
with 
" EQUINOX ~[ ~ \ \¢  ..~~" 
* Tickets & Information: 
, TERRACE 
CUPE 635-6410 
CARPENTERS 635-4747 
KITIMAT , 
CPU 632-3231 
CASAW 632-4611 * 
,19,56-1986," 
O 
Kitimat- Terrace & District 
' I t  
Labour Council 
P.O. BOX 238, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4A6. 
. It 
. It 
. It 
t 
J 
Cedsdand Giants from the under-11 division of Terrace Youth Soccer, wound up last dur- 
ir~g the regular season of their four-team section. They also lost two in a row in the double- 
knockout playoff. Photograph  by Ken's  Photo 
Soccer reps run in rain 
Skeena Junior High School's occer team ran into 
steady rain when they hosted a three-team ini- 
tournament on Oct. 18. It didn't help matters for 
Skeena having to play two players hort in both their 
matches. 
Skeena opened by losing 10-3 to ,Kitimat's Mount 
Elizabeth. Then it was Kitimat and Prince Rupert's 
Booth playing to a 2-2 tie. 
Skeena came close in the final game, but Booth 
won by a 7-6 score. 
Meanwhile, in senior boys' action at Prince 
Rupert, the rain was even worse. They made an ef- 
fort to play, but the rain increased and the field 
became unplayable. Coaches then decided to call the 
three-team series off. 
I 
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Curlers to hold fun spiel 
For business 
representatives 
Games will be four tinues right through until 
The Terrace Curling 
Club is going to thank 
local business people for 
donations and sponsor- 
ships over the years. 
The Club has set up a 
special "Sponsors' Ap- 
preciation Bonspiel" for 
Dec. 6 and 7, and is in- 
viting all those with past 
connections either finan- 
cially or through prize 
donations to take part in 
this fun spiel. 
Organizer Bob Park 
says the spiel includes a 
Saturday night dance 
with snacks served dur- 
ing the social event. 
I Athletes perform 
The weather for cross country runners at Kitwanga 
wasn't ideal on Oct. 18, but they struggled through 
with good performances. 
For the Grade 8 boys, it was all-Terrace Skeena for 
the top three places, with David Shepherd, Chad Ed- 
monds and David Edmonds, in that order. 
Jenny Go of Smithers won the Grade 8 girls with 
Skeena's Cathy Bennett second and Smithers' Tara 
McDermitt hird. 
Nishga's David Schmelzell won the junior boys 
with Rupert's Joe Nelson second, and Nishga's Axel 
Alexcee third. 
For senior boys it was Charles Nelson of Rupert, 
Jagroop Takmar of Houston and Tony Schimball of 
Houston, in that order. 
I I • . 
A Bountnful Harvest of Replies 
Comes From Our Classified Ads 
. . . . . . .  I I I I 
ends, with each person 
on the team taking a turn 
at skipping. Businesses 
can enter complete teams 
or allow staff to enter in- 
dividually. 
Curling starts after 
store closing on Dec. 6 
(about 7 p.m.), and con- 
it ends some time Sun- 
day. 
Nov. 23 is the closing 
date for entries. You 
enter at the Curling Rink 
or by phoning the club at 
635-5583. By the way, 
the spiel is free to all 
those eligible. 
SHECK'S FINE ART PLACEMENT 
Prestigious Art Show & Sale of 
original Canadian Art 
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Artist: IVAN KELLY Cold Day In March 
24x30 oil on board 
Inn of the West 
Wed., Oct. 29 9 a.m.- b v.m. 
Thurs., Oct. 30 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Inquire about our LEASE TO OWN purchase poUcyl ,,1 
=a?t bal I 
Terrace 1987 FORD TAURUS.  Best - in-C lass  = , 
17 players interested in
forming a men's fastball 
league in Terrace next, 
year, turned out for a re- 
cent meeting from which 
plans will be formulated 
for indoor workouts dur- 
ing the winter months. 
Since slo-pitch softball 
flooded the community a 
few years back, fastball 
faded slowly away. Now, 
it seems, there's many 
players ready to arise 
and bring back the fast- 
pitch game. 
Encouraged by the 
turnout and expressed 
interest shown by many 
more potential players 
unable to attend the 
meeting, organizer Clint 
Marshall said they'll at- 
tempt to set up weekly 
indoor workouts until 
the spring. An an- 
nouncement concerning 
definite plans is forth- 
coming. 
Marshall said they'll 
start looking into spon- 
sorships,  a league 
schedule and potential 
talent from outside Ter- 
race, i .e.  Kit imat,  
Thornhill etc. 
Check out all you get for the price: 
• 2.5L (central injection) engine • Three speed 
CLC (centrifugally locking clutch) automatic 
transaxle • Front wheel drive • MacPherson 
front and rear suspension • Power rack-and-pinion 
steering ° Power front disc/rear drum brakes. 
• Aerodynamic halogen headlamps • Full wheel 
covers • Flight bench front seat in cloth with fold 
down centre armrest • Courtesy lightswitches on 
all 4-doors ° 16-ounce colour-keyed carpet. 
• User-friendly features: footrest for driver's left 
foot; do-it-yourself underhood items highlighted in 
yellow; back-lit instrument panel to reduce glare; 
touch-coder] switches. 
YOU CAN DRIVE IT FOR JUST 
1 O0 AMONTH* 
PLUS TAX 
*Lease ra te  based on 48  months .  F re ight  and taxes  extra.  
FORD LEASING 
Today~$ easy way to drive 
I I 
k 
TERRACE 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE --  1-800-772-1128 
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Police patrols planned 
Terrace RCMP will be ag~'~ tsh'smYee~r~s more ;tr:rCot~s wmll Ca~;S' b~°o°utt 
adding additional patrols 
for Hallowe'en night police will be cruising the during the rrtost active 
hours, to ensure the safe- 
ty of local youngsters. 
Parents arc urged to 
accompany their chil- 
dren on their "trick or 
treat" routes or have 
youngsters outline the 
path they will be taking. 
Bright costumes help 
make pedestrians more 
visible to motorists, 
especially if it's raining. 
Again face painting 
rather than masks, is 
sure to increase safety. 
Parents or guardians are 
asked to check their 
youngster's treats before 
the child eats them. 
pARTY PLANNED 
"Think safety" on Hallowe'en says local youngster Louis 
Pelletler. Hallowe'en Is Friday Oct. 31. RCMP are asking 
motorists to keep an eye out for trick or treaters for a safe 
Halowe'en. Danlele Berquist photo 
For the little ones, a 
Hallowe'en Hoot is be- 
ing sponsored by Parks 
and Recreation in Ter- 
race. The party is open 
to youngsters from Kin- 
dergarten to Grade 3. 
The event will be held on 
Friday, Oct. 31, between 
3:45 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. 
at the Terrace Arena. 
Pumpkin carving will be 
the highlight along with 
other crafts. Parents are 
asked to register ahead. 
The cost is $2 per child. 
PUMPKIN CONTEST 
The Terrace Public 
L ibrary is invit ing 
youngsters to guess the 
weight of their pumpkin. 
The closest guess wins a 
prize• The draw is to be 
held on Friday, Oct. 31. 
To all the little witches 
and goblins, and other 
creatures -- have a safe 
Hallowe'en. 
Terrace RCMP report 
TERRACE --  Over the Break and Enter crimes many programs got 
month of Sept• the Ter- made a tremendous drop underway with the begin- 
race detatchment of the from 21 last month to six ning of school. One of 
RCMP reported opening this month, these programs is the 
886 files, which is a In Sept. there were 89 Block Parents Safety 
decrease of 83 files• traffic tickets issued Group who work in 
Crimes against per- when in August there cooperation with the 
sons are down to 23 from were 159 issued, but RCMP to keep young 
29 last month with a violations are up to 218 children safe from bar- 
clearance rate of 91 per- compared to 177 in rassment when travelling 
cent. Property crimes August• This is because to and from school. 
dropped to 102 in com- of violations which were These activities all stress 
parison to 140 last noted during routine a communi ty  co- 
month. This month roadblocks• There were operation and the corn= 
45 accidents for a in- mon interest of public 
Farewe l l  crease of three, safety. 
• Drug-related offences 
decreased from tentosix Meeting set 
Terrace - -  Recently, in this period, and there 
Carol Murray, Super- was a total of 165.75 
visor at Terrace Day hours of overtime at a The next regular  
Care, moved to Squa- cost of $1,837.43 to the School Board meeting of 
mish after working at the municipality. Over the School District No. 88 
local facility for close to month there was a total (Terrace) will be held 
eight years, of 93 voluntary hours for Tuesday, Nov. 4, 1986 at 
The reason behind the which no payment was Kitwanga Elementary 
relocation concerned her claimed. Secondary School at 7:30 
husband's transfer. Throughout  Sept. p.m. 
Northwest zone high school 
Senior Girls Volleyball 
At Nlsgha: 
PRSSIMESS/Caledonla 
Junior Boys Volleyball 
At Thornhlll: 
BoothlSkeena/Houston/MESS/BVCS/ 
Kltwanga/Nisgha 
sports schedule for Nov. 1 
Junior Girls Volleyball 
At Thornhlll: 
Booth/Port SimpsonlKItwanga/Hazeltonl 
MESSISmltherslSkeenaJNIsgha/Houston 
Senior Boys Soccer 
At PRSS: 
Zone final s if 4 teams In play. 
Cross Country 
At Kitwanga: Zone finals 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i i i , , ,  i l l , l= l l l l  
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Quick and easy.. ,. 
TERRACE 
B USI N ESS G UIDE 
• Transmissions 
,, Exchange, Rebuilt 
,,, Parts ,- Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on the spoi specialists 
for Over 16 years 
For tl?e best in maintenance or repair... 
ERRACE 
4419 Legion Ave., Terrace 
• 635-2600 After hours: 635-6937 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635.5134 
Complete electronics 
repair services 
Service centre ior most 
major brands 
Satelite TV systems 
Your complete 
source for all |~] !~ 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
~ TERRACE LTD. 
4711.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
KEN S MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635.2909 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
hornhill Grocery 
& Laundromat 
• Open 7 days a Week 8 a.m.- 10 p.m. 
• Fresh meat cut daily 
• Fresh produce, 'Take-out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across from Thornhill Elementary 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd. 323, Ks, urn s, 635-6286 
Wood stove installations , ~  
with Factory-built Chimneys ~ ]  
Fireplace inserts in House Delivery. 
"SAFE INSTALLATION , L-Z!=~. 
r ~  CUSTOMER SATISFACTION' 
~635-5859 
4.3916 Mountalnvlew Ave., 
TERRACE. B.C. 
~~~ 4x4Speclalzlngand lib 
Automatic 
Transmission 
Repairs 
North Coast Auto 
Repairs Ltd 3220635.6967River Dr., Terrace 
For lots o' Bargains, call 
Lots o' Cones 
Knitting Ltd. 
SKEENA MALL sas~aao 
Machine Knitting Specialists 
Selected yarns -- 19¢1oz. 
Industrial " t . • 
Commercial & "~"  
Residential . .~ ) ,  
Wiring 
Nate's mlec i¢ 
Nathan Wmddell - -  El#ctrlcal Contractor 
4931 Lazolle Ave., Terrace I38-laT6 
DOC'S CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. 
Agents for , . ,  wI UNITED 
United Van Lines ~UNITED 
• .. across town or across the nation. 
635-27'28 
3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In Kltlmat - -  Phone 632-2544 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chalnsaws 
Snowmobiles * Marine Supplies 
TERRACE AS. EQUJ 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 
Contact 
TERRACE REVIEW 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace. BC Phone 635-4339 
' ' '*  " '" " ' . i  : 
: SALE DAYS: TUES., OCT 28th . - -  
_ _  I " SAT., NOV.  l i t . ,  1986 
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HALLOWEEN MAKE-UP  K ITS  
PAAS CHILDRENS S 269 
KIT 
SHOWTIME ADU,X 469 
I~. KIT ',~ 
,r,'; :, .,; 
.i 
- '16  .~ 
• . , q 
} : ,  
. r 
~ u l . .  
ROWNTREE ,~, ~_,.,. i 
"HALLOWEEN PACK~ 
~, 16 SNACK-SIZE BARS OF 
SMARTIES, KIT-KAT, AERO, ETC. 
ALLAN'S 
-101 KIDDY POPS 
• 150 BUZZY GUMS 
• 30 POM POM POPS 
YOUR CHOICE... 
SI" BAG 
LOWNEY 
HALLOWEEN 
PACKS 
. .  18 SNACK--SIZE 
OH HENRY!, GLOSSETTES, 
BUBBLE YUM, ETC. 
HERSHEY 
AND REESE 
HALLOWEEN 
PACKS 
~' 18 SNACK--SIZE TREATS 
PER BAG 
Se~e9 
BAG 
Y&S LICORICE 
HALLOWEEN 
PACKS 
~, 20 SNACK-SIZE 
GOODIES, NIBS, ETC, 
$1" BAG 
- -  r ' l __  - -  
I ~ . . . . . . . . .  | I~  
i 
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ii~g~i!i! :! ~i:i!~ HALLOWEENI 
ALLAN'S I BIGFOOT or HOTLIPS I ~ ~  PAC-ITS I TOOTSlE ROLL 
i.~i:; i ......... ! " 7 .'' HALLOWEEN I ~!i~:~:::~?:l ~' 20 TREATS OF i HALLOWEEN 
I 24 TREATS ~~'~" ........... '~"~ ~:...*!i!:, .~./: ~ JELLY BEANS, I !i!~..":~:'? ~ii~i::~ NOUGAT, ETC. I SNACK PACK 
~,~GG. ¢ I PER $1 40 I ::': ............. ::;~"~" ~,,o,.~,z~ S l  3e 
i II I III I I I  
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SALE 5099 WITH 
=10.74 WITHOUT COUPON PRICED ...... ~ COUPON 
This coupon is worth 75¢ off • 
one KLEENE)( HUGGIES DIAPERS Newborn 66's 
Daytime 48's-or Toddler 33's 
Coupon Valid only at NORTHERN DRUGS 
Limit one per purchase. COUPON EXPIRES 1-11-86 
'~¢  For redemption mail t0: 
Klmberly-Clark ofCanada Ltd., P.O. Box 3000, St. John, New Brunswick E2L 4L3 j 1395848H 
• m I II 
'" • - .v . . -  .~ . .~  . .  . 
• . . . . . . .  . ~ - . . ~ . . , . . . . . ~ . . ~ ! i . ~ .  ~ " "  . . . . .  ...... 
LIGHTDAYS 
FEMININE NAPKINS 
30 OVAL OR CONTOUR 
REGULAR & DEODORANT 
s24e 
NEW FREEDOM 
MAXI.PAD 30's 
REGULAR, DEODORANT OR 
SUPER 25'S. S3e9 
n | m | g g i | m e m o m | m | m l m m m e i | m m m |  
HERBERT A. WATTS LTIX 
Box 21400 Toronto Ontario 
M5W IHI 
Enter opposite $39 on Coupo~ Deldt Slip. 
SAVE $1.50 
on Toddlers 88'e and Toddler Plus 
8,0'= onlv 
This coupon is worth $1.50 off the eet,ldl 
pflce of onebox of New Shaped Pampers 
Toddler 88'8 or Toddler ]Plus 80's with all 
amid  wab~Mel~ 
Coupon valid oaIv at 
NORTHERN DRUGS 
Coupon expires 1-il-86 ' 
Limit one coupon per purchase. 
m mmmn, ,  n , ,  m u m  am, .  m mmm m. ,  mm m ~  
NEW " ' S.APED PAMPERS 
TODDLER 88's 
TODDLER PLUS 80's 
PRICE 
WITHOUTcouPON =18 4~ 
I I • 
s1699 
WITH COUPON 
Q-TIPS 
COTTON SWABS 
40O 
s24e 
NOXZEMA 
SKIN CREAM 
 oo., S3°° 
F 
~o~...o,,,~.~ VASELINE 
,,,,~ l¢ ~ INTENSIVE 
JOHNSON's "~"q' ~ ~ CARE 
1~ BABY ~ "~:~ LOTION 
. ~  OIL '::":' ......... (L~-~-~' ' ~ .= - ALL TYPES 
" BABY ,.]v,.,r (J 
o,I 360 ML 500 ML 
~ ! /  PLUS JOHNSON'S I = PLUS 
80 ML O#"~Xl~ ' 100 ML 
~' -  .... BONUS! BONUS! 3 BARS PLUS1BAR BONUS! ~ s3eo 
'~ ~"!~ 100 M L i ~ ~ N  
FLINTSTONES PUMP 
PLUS IRON ' TYLENOL 
s 4 -  v' REGULAR CHEWABLE ~ X41d~ 
N N IVEA ~," TARTARGEL TABLETS ~Za#O 
ONE-A-DAY CREAM N~ FIGHTING EXTRA 
120 M STRENGTH (~dmhaa FEMCAL. PLus  eX41A CAPLETS V_=qL~ 
oo $,.3,9 1 80ML ~- Ja ' I 'U  $ 67 .oP,u~ v 
TABLETS BONUSI AEm 10 BONUSI BONUSSIZSWEHERE 
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CRAYOLA 
CRAYONS 
-64 CRAYONS WITH 
BUILT-IN SHARPENER 
s24o 
I I I I 
MY LITrLE PONY 
SO.SOFT PONY 
v, BUTTONS, MAGIC STAR, 
RIBBONS ETC. 
I I I I 
I I I  I I  I I 
PLA¥SKOOL 
FIRST 
TRANSFORMER 
13 ASSO.TED S 99 STYLES 
I II I 
WRESTLING 
SUPERSTARS 
ASSORTED 
ACT,ON S699 
FIGURES EACH 
II 11 
DUPLO 
18 PIECE 
PLAY SET 
S699 
II 
• , ® 
MILTON-BRADLEY ~ ®  
SESAME STREET 
MY RRST GAMES 
• STOP & GO, LOST & FOUND, 
FRIENDS AT WORK, 
OFF & RUNNING 
Vehicles 
HOT WHEELS 
DIE.CAST CARS 
ASSORTED MODELS 
89 c. 
I , 
17 INCH 
TALL 
WRINKLES ~ 
PLUSH 
I I 
S ( oo 
FISHER PRICE 
TUB FU.. S /  
v' A SOFT, FUN BATH 
ACTIVITY CENTRE 
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 
I I I 
99 
THE TRANSFORMERS 
ULTRA MAG NUS 
(CITY COMMANDER) 
TRANSFORMS FROM 
CAR CARRIER 
AND BACK. 
S 
- TO ROBOT- 
99 
PLAY DOH 
MOP-TOP 
HAIR SHOP 
Sl0OO 
ACTION FIGURES 
TUNG LASHER, KING HISS, 
SKELETOR, ETC. 
S.~99 
'~ '  EACH 
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CHRISTIE 
PREMIUM PLUS 
CRACKERS 
SALTED 450 
$150.00 VALUE PHILIPS SAVING 
CERTIFICATES INSIDE 
SPECIALLY MARKED PACKAGES. 
!iiii~iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i!~ii i!~i'  
:i !! ii!iii!;ii[iiiiiiiii::iii~i~ "i!  ~ ! '  ':i!i~ .~! i~i!i~?iii:ili~. 
DAD'S 
OATMEAL COOKIES 
'1~ BONUS 1 ~c~ S 99 
600 G. 
I I  
BETrY CROCKER 
SUPERMOIST 
CAKE MIX 
,,,, WHITE 
,,,,GOLDEN 99 v, DEVILS C 
FOOD 
i 
OLD TOWN 
DANISH BUTTER 
COOKIES 
s 199 
II 
CHRISTIE 
'& BONUS PACKS 
BETrER CHEDDARS, FRENCH 
ONION, SWISS CHEESE, ETC. 
s14e 
EACH 
COFFEE 
FILTERS 
BASKET, 
2,4,6CUPcoNE 99 ¢ 
TYPE PACK 
JOLLY TIME 
POPCORN 
~K~ S129 
I I  
//•/(•DESIGNER SERIES 10 CUP MANUAL CONE 
FILTER COFFEE MAKER 
s11" 
CHEER 2 
LAUNDRY DETERGENT 
~2 S699 
LITRE 
================================================================================ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  ... : :~;..i~ "  
~ii:~iig!!i :~" M" ~ 
WINDOW INSULATOR 
KIT 
WINDOW 
I 
ABC 
HEAVYDUTY DETERGENT 
o s32e 
LITRE 
INSULATED, 
WATERPROOF 
)ON BOOTS. 
PERFECT FOR WINTER! 
o , ,  s14 ,? SIZES . . . . .  
LADIES' 
SIZES . . . . .  
MEN'S 
SIZES . . . . .  
ELECTRASOL 
DISHWASHER DETERGENT 
~.~ S3e9 
KG. 
III I 
'Ee0N 
CGE 
ECONOLITE 
LIGHTBULBS 
89 c 100 WATT 2 BULBS . . . .  
I 
I 
Prices effective until Sat., Nov. 1, 1986 or while quantities last. We reserve 
the right to limit quantities, No rain checks Issued on seasonal or gift items. We 
will make every reasonable attempt to ensure that all advertised merchandise is 
available. However, shortages occur at manufacturer and/or wholesale levels 
and in these instances we will make every effort to get a suitable product. 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Phone 635-6555 
LAKEVIEW MALL 
BURNS LAKE, B.C. 
Phone 692-3136 
MOUNTAINVIEW SQUARE 
KITIMAT, B.C. 
Next to Overwaitea Phone 632-6177 
I I I I  
600-3rd AVE., WEST 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
Phone 824-9656 
1235 MAIN STREET SMITHERS, B,C. 
Phone 847-2288 
Beautification. 
Society 
elects 
executive 
TERRACE -- The Ter- 
race Beaut i f i ca t ion  
• Society recently chose its 
executives in a meeting 
held on Tuesday Oct. 21. 
by Philip Musselman 
The society meeting 
was a very pleasing suc- ~: 
cess according to George !~ 
Clark, executive member 
of the group. "Eleven i~ 
people attended the ~! 
meeting, eleven people ~ 
volunteered and received ~:~ 
positions on the ex- 
• ecutive," said • Clark. 
The meeting covered 
several possible projects 
including the reforesta- 
tion of Lakelse and Keith 
'Avenues. The society 
plans to plant trees •along 
these areas and also 
a long h ighway 16 
wherever needed. 
The beautification of 
Terrace is our goal, ex- 
plained Clark, and I do 
not think that there is 
anyone in Terrace who 
cannot, in some way  
benefit from this goal. 
The Terrace Beautifica- 
tion Society will be 
holding meetings every 
two weeks, to get cost 
est imat ions and to 
develop ways of getting 
funds to acheive goals 
like the completion o f  
the Arena Hill. 
The next meeting will ~ 
take place on Nov. 15 in 
the council chambers at 
7:30 p.m. At this 
meeting, representatives 
from both the Ministry 
of Highways, and Cana- 
dian National Railway 
will be on hand to 
discuss the society's 
plans. The meeting will 
cover cost estimates, 
horticulture, and a varie- 
ty of important issues 
that concern the com- 
munity. Anyone who is 
interested is invited to at- 
tend the meeting. 
Contest 
winners 
recognized 
Bill Delaronde, deputy 
chief of the Thornhill 
Volunteer .Fire Depart- 
ment, recently accom- 
panied Brian Turner, 
winner of the Fire Chief 
for a Day contest, to 
McDonald's for break- 
fast. Delaronde repre- 
sented the Thornhill 
detachment and Terrace 
fire chief Clifford Best 
accompanied Timothy 
Laurie, Terrace winner 
of the Fire Chief for a 
Day contest. 
Timothy Laurie is the 
son of Tom and Anne 
Laurie of Terrace. Brian 
Turner is the son of 
Ralph and Ellanore 
Turner of Thornhill. 
Thousands read 
. classified ads 
~+~i~'Pi~lmii~-:+~o41-~a-~ordin-gto Terrace Fire Chief CIIf-. 
~!:.ford Beet, generally-went well;, although a survey con.~ 
i~S!!~!!iiducted by the Fire Department was somewhat dleap- 
:i.!~:+:!il pointing. "We called several homes, randomly out of the 
~+:::~:: phone book; and found that not a lot of them partlmlpated 
+~,,,~ .. . .the drill', Best commented. The nation-wide fire drill 
+~ was staged to help families outline and follow safe exits 
i~ii~+ from their homes. It is difficult to find out how many peo- 
++ii~ ole participated In the drill but the Focker family of Ter-! 
;+i:+:t- m of the famll who participated In the :~!~;~ race did. Member Y . . . . .  
~!:':'~ fire drill Oct. 9 were Karen (mother), Amanoa, julia, uyn- 
i~2• thla and Andy. Ph,~p Mumlmm photo 
: . ..,... 
Dennis Ussirnore, President and Project 
Manager of Shames Mountain Ski Corporation 
and Earl Ellis, Acting Woodlands Manager for 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., finalize the signing of a 
major logging contract. Watching the 
proceedings are Dan Tuomi (left) Area Manager, 
South, and Terry Cook (second from right) 
Controller, Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
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Logging contractawarded to 
local Ski Corporation 
Dennis Lissimore, President and Project Manager of Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation, is pleased to announce the signing of a major logging 
contract with Skeena Cellulose Inc. The timber is located in the Shames 
River valley. Skeena Cellulose Inc. recognizes Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation's long-term interest in the area and is pleased to support he 
establishment of this much needed regional downhill ski facility. 
Revenue from the logging operation will be used by Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation to offset he cost of new road construction, road upgrading, 
new bridge construction, parking lot construction, site preparation and 
utilities installation. 
The Shames Mountain resort is situated approximately 90 minutes 
driving-time from Kitimat, 30 minutes driving-time from Terrace, on 
Highway 16 West. The project is scheduled to open .in November 1987. 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. operates an export sawmill and extensive 
woodlands operation based in Terrace and a major kraft pulp mill at Port 
Edward, near Prince Rupert. 
Q . 
SKEENA 
CELLULOSE 
INC. 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
A mountain of fun 
15 
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Curling 
• i~/ . i  :" • , 
Dates for all zone curl- 
ing playdowns were an- 
nounced this week. With 
Kitimat now out of the 
picture, Prince Rupert 
will host four series, 
while two go to Terrace 
and a pair to Smithers. 
Prince Rupert hosts 
the district four junior 
ladies playdowns from 
Dec. 12 to 14. They'll 
also have the junior 
men's on the same dates. 
On Dec. 13 and 14, 
Rupert plays host to the 
master's playdowns for 
curlers over 60. The 
men's playdowns go at 
Rupert from Jan. 9 to 
11. 
In addition to hosting 
the zone mixed on Dec. 
12, 13 and 14, Terrace 
also has the zone ladies 
playoffs from Jan. 9 to 
I i. 
Somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 17 
teams will be in Terrace 
Feb. 5 to 8 for the 
Legion's regular provin- 
cial finals. 
Playdowns at Smithers 
include senior ladies' 
from Jan. 17 to 19, and 
senior men over 50 from 
Jan..16 to 18. 
Terrace Minor Hockey DATE TEAMS 
Bantam House League Sked Nov. 3 Ironworks vs 
1986-1987 Peewee Reps 
GAME TIMES: Nov. 4 Tilden vs 
Monday, 8:00 PM and Tuesday 7:45 PM Northern Motor Inn 
The Terrace Arthritis Society visited the 
B.C. and Yukon Divisional Arthritis Van at ' ~: 
Mille Memorial Hospital, when the van ar- ~ ::~: ~:~ ~ 
rived In Terrace. The local group con- ~: /::@~ 
suited with the van's driver about recent i~ ~ii~:~*;~ 
devices that are providing more comfort =~i~iS~,_~o 
with arthritis. Shown here dur -=~i i~  for people 
Ing a tour of the mobile therapy unit are : ~ 
, (left to right) Bill Gardner, vice pres ident ;  ~ :. ~ 
Edna Jensen, secretary; .&ngela Falrlelgh, 
occupational theraph, 
Joyce Bergsma, tre 
Fisher, president of tt 
~ i * r  , 
C~t~ 
• . - . . ;  . . . . . .  ~ ~.~.-~ .~ ~,~.-~ .~--,~" 
~. :  . . . . . .  : . r  -. 
\ 
. .L.  = ~:  
. . .  " - ' . ' T . ' - "  : .:-..~ . . . . . . . .  " '  
BRIGHTEN: - . . "  i : "  ' /  • . _ . ' ;  
• OIJ]l  DAY 
... have your newspaper 
delivered every week. 
For just $24 you don't have 
• I to miss a single ,ssue. 
Subscribe 
now! 
A full year: $24.00 
Two years: $45.00 
Come into our office, 
or send a cheque or 
money order, to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone: ~ ~  
635.7840 ~ ~ ~  
Arthritis 
information 
provided 
TERRACE --  The B.C. 
and Yukon Division At '  
thritis Therapy Van 
visited Terrace recently 
to provide treatment and 
advice to local residents. 
The van was located just 
outside of Mills 
Memorial Hospital on 
Oct. 21 between 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. The van pro- 
vides therapy and infor- 
mation for residents of 
each community it visits. 
Therapy was provided 
on referral from a physi- 
cian. Services included 
fitting people with com- 
fortable shoes, taking 
measurements forspecial 
insoles for shoes, giving 
advice, supplying splints, 
etc. The van was staffed. 
by Angela Fairleigh of 
the Vancouver Arthritis 
Centre. 
Directory of 
Terrace 
Churches 
Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church 
Mass times 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 8:30, 10:00 and 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Allan F. Noonan, O.M.I. 
4830 Straume Ave. 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican/ 
Episcopal Church 
4726 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Phone 635-9019 
Rector Hey. L. Stephens - -  635-5855 
Sunday services: 
9:00 a,m. and 11:00 a.rn. 
HRIST 
THERAN 
URCH 
Phone 
635.5520 
Sunday School. 
and Adult Class 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship- 11:00 s.m. 
3229 Sparks Street, Terrace 
Rev. Mlcheel R. Bergman 
Terrace Seventh-day Adventist Church 
3306 Griffiths - -  635-3232 
Saturday - -  Sabbath School - -  9:30a.m. 
- -  Divine Service - -  11:00 a.m. 
Wednesdays - -  Prayer meeting - -  7:00 p.m. 
Pastor Ed Sukow --  635.7642 
EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH 
3302 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. PH: 635-5115 
Pastors Jim Westman and Bob Shatford 
Sunday School for all ages --  9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services - -  11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
Prayer Meeting -- wednesdays - -  7:00 p.m. 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Phone: 635-6014 
Sunday Morning Womhlp 10:30 AM 
Sunday,School 10:30 AM 
Youth Group 6:30 PM 
Adult study throughout the week. Call Church office for details. 
Minister:. Stan Barley 
i 
You are welcome/ 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street Phone: 635-2434 
9:45 AM Sunday School 
11:00 AM Morning Service 
7:00 PM Evening Service 
John Caplln -- Pastor Lon Froese --  Assoc. Pastor 
a l I I  I I  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  _ _  . :  . . . . .  . . . . .  , ....... 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ::~':~,";~ : :. . '~ . "~ .~. :.:'~a" : . . . . . .  ~ 
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• 
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Welle lear skyward as workmen at the now ROMP building, on Eby next to city hall, place ce- 
ment block on cement block. 
Terrace fire report 
TERRACE - -  For the 
month of Sept. the fire 
dept. responded to 28 in- 
cidents, of these in- 
cidents 10 were actual 
fires. There were 5 
residential, single family 
fires; I residential, multi- 
family fires, and 4 out- 
side area fires. 
The sources of these 
fires were as follows: 2 
heating equipment, 1 
cooking equipment, 1 
smoker's materials, 1 
electrical appliance, 1 
open flame, 1 exposure 
to other property, and 3 
other types of incidents. 
Four fires were caused 
Man.S izeSponge 
One species of volcano sponge 
in McMurdo Sound in Antarctica 
islarge enough for a diver to climb 
i n to  i t s  cone ,  says  Nat iona l  Geo-  
g raph ic .  
by incendiary or "set" 
fires, 2 by misuse of 
material ignited, 1 by 
mechanical or electrical 
failure, 2 by human fail- 
ing, and 1 by other 
causes. Damages for the 
month are approximate- 
ly $800 and the value of 
the property involved 
was est imated at 
$171,000. 
Also, over the month 
the fir(: department was 
involved in several ac- 
tivities including: a train- 
ing session on the Scott 
Self Contained Breath- 
ing Apparatus, a Provin- 
cial Emergency Test, a 
Fire Safety lecture, help- 
ing to mark bikes for the 
RCMP's Anti-bike Theft 
Program, and assisting 
the Thornhill fire dept. 
with the fire on the old 
Skeena River bridge. 
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Construction goes ahead 
'I1/ltRACE--If the nnld fall 
weather holds out workmen 
at the new RCMP 
building construction 
site are expected to com- 
plete the structure by 
April, 1987. 
superintendent forHegge 
Construction, (the contrac- 
tor on the site) said about 
one third of the building is 
finished to date. The walls, 
which are made of cement 
blocks, are currently being 
put up. Completion of this 
aspect of the job depends 
Leona Klein, manager of the Terrace branch of Rudy's 
Boots and Shoos, welcomes residents to come in and 
browse at the new shop on Lakelse Avenue. The store is 
open for its fourth week and has taken over the building 
that was formerly used by AI Purschke, who retired after 
runnlrig Al's Shoes for 22 years in Terrace. 
Classifieds make 
quick sales 
ROMP building 
entirely on the weather, 
Lewis said. 
If the weather isbad, the 
block can't be put in place. 
"Cold weather always 
slows down construction," 
Lewis explained. However 
if the recent mild 
temperatures continue, 
"we're looking at an April 
completion," Lewis said. 
There are currently 17 to 
18 men employed on the 
RCMP building site. Ce- 
ment block layers, 
carpenters, laborers, elec- 
tricians, plumbers plus 
steel and iron workers are 
on the job. The workmen 
returned to the building site 
Sept. 15 after a union 
management dispute was 
settled. If the weather 
holds for another couple of 
weeks, we'll be in good 
shape, Lewis said. 
The cement floor for the 
building was poured 
recently. Workmen eeded, 
and were fortunate enough, 
to get, good weather at the 
appropriate ime for com- 
pletion of the aspect of the 
job. "If  we hadn't got 
the floor done we would 
"be almost at a 
standstill", Lewis noted. 
Because the floor is 
finished, it allows us to 
carry on with other 
aspects of the project, he 
added. 
During the labor dispute 
required supplies for the 
job were safely stored and 
Lewis expects no delays as 
a result of back orders for 
materials. We're "pretty 
well on schedule," Lewis 
said. 
The' ."s no 
berter time 
b ]  ave 
[OWI'I. 
Terrace/Kitimat- 
Vancouver 
Winter Schedule 
ell. Oct. 26. 1986 
9:20 AM Monday 
9:35 AM Daily 
except Monday 
2:55 PM Mon, Tue 
Wed & "rhurs 
3:25 PM Saturday 
4:00 PM Friday 
and Sunday 
Call your travel agent 
or Canadian Pacific al 
635-7111 Terrace 
632-4161 Kilimat 
CanadianPacific 
AirLines E~ 
Is the stork about to visit you? 
Let everyone know about the happy 
event by having it printed in the Review. 
Forms are available at the hospital. 
Raymond and Sheena Seymour are pleased to announce 
their new arrival, a baby girl, Natasha Marlaea Phyllas, on Oct. 
14, 1986. She weighed 9 Ibe. 5 oz. 
Born to Mike and MarJorle VanVugt, a baby girl, Robin 
Mlchaellna, Oct. 20, 1986, weighing 6 Ibe. 8 oz. 
Rick and Debble Moore are pleased to announce their new arrival, a baby 
boy, Rleky Jordan, on OCt. 22, 1986. He weighed 6 Ibs. 15 oz. 
Randy and Anita Derksen are pleased to announce the arrival of Calvin 
Jonathan on Oct. 24, 1986, a baby brother for Jeeeloa. Hie weight, 6 Iba. 151/2 
OZ. 
Kelth and Wllma Vandenbroek are happy-to announce the arrival of their 
baby son, Allan Gornellus, weighing 8 Ibe. 3 oz., on OCt. 24, 1986. 
]ILP][: ~ . )WIE1I )x£% ' 24-hour Phone 
, -  i " )  6 - i  , • .>111 t1 I - ]D  (604)635-4080 
Mombor of AFS Wire Service Skeena Mall 
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Small Business Week 
draws interested crowd 
The Terrace and District Credit Union held an "Open 
House" recently. Local residents were Invited to visit the 
facility to get a free cup of coffee and talk to the directors. 
In all over 144 people visited the Credit Union to question 
the directors and according to Dennis Brewer, Terrace 
general manager, the event was so succesful that the Credit 
Union will attempt to hold an Open House regularly on 
Saturdays. 
Performer graces 
REM Lee stage 
TERRACE - -Home 
remedy for nuclear war? 
Does it work? Singer- 
songwriter Bob Bossin 
claims the elixir is 
"guaranteed to prevent 
nuclear war or your 
money back." Step right 
up and. try Bossin's 
Home Remedy for 
Nuclear War. 
by Daniele Berquist 
A one man musical, 
two part comedy show 
directed at the true secret 
of the atomic age "that 
we have the power to 
stop this madness",  
stated Bossin. 
The show opened with 
one of Bossin's own 
lullabies; the ultimate 
Deterrent: 
Hush now little baby, 
Sandman is drawing near 
No one'sgoingtohurtyou 
Daddy will be right here. 
Bossin traced the 
evolution of weapons 
from the crossbow to 
Star Wars where he 
pointed out how each era 
has claimed the new 
weapons would make 
war obsolete. Bossin sug- 
gested from his sketch, 
"What can one woman 
do", that maybe one 
woman can't do much, 
but a group of women 
could. 
During the show a 
Russian character  
pointed out why the 
Soviet Union doesn't 
want to invade Canada 
or the U.S. "If all the 
world was socialist," he 
stated, " where would 
we get our wheat?" 
Bossin convinced his 
audience through song 
and play acting that peo- 
ple have the power to 
stop the madness of 
nuclear war. "We're in a 
dangerous world situa- 
tion and this is serious," 
pointed out Bossin. 
The show was staged 
recently at the REM Lee 
Theatre, sponsored by 
the Terrace and District 
Arts Council. The enter- 
tainer received a stand- 
ing ovation during his 
performance for his ef- 
forts towards ending the 
prospects of nuclear war. 
Bossin is a well known 
Canadian folk singer 
who recently toured the 
USSR with the group 
Stringband. 
TERRACE --  Recently, 
with the celebration of 
Small Business Week a 
seminar covering the 
starting up and the runn- 
ing of small businesses 
were held at the Inn of 
the West on Tuesday 
Oct. 21. 
by Philip Musselman 
"We were very happy 
about the seminar," said 
Phi l  Hart l ,  Branch 
Manager of the Terrace 
Branch of the Federal 
Business Development 
Bank. The attendance 
for the seminar exceeded 
44 people, who listened 
at tent ive ly  to the 
speakers; John Bosher 
from the Prince George 
Branch of F.B.D.B., 
Candies Barker from the 
Canada Employment 
Centre, Paul Williams 
f rom the Terrace 
F.B.D.B., and Audun 
Birkedal from the Nor- 
thwest Community Col- 
lege. The gathering in- 
cluded refreshments and 
lasted from 7 p.m. to 
9:30 p.m. 
An intensive question 
period after the class 
dealt with aspects of the 
Federal  Business 
Development Bank and 
government assistance 
programs. The bank will 
be holding a series of 
seminars in Nov. at a 
cost of $40 for three 
hours ~ or  $65 for six 
hours. These gatherings 
are targeted toward 
small business and pro- 
vide a hands-on training 
for some book-keeping 
procedures. On Nov. 3, 
4, and 5 there will be a 
three day computer ac- 
counting seminar, the 
cost for this special ser- 
vice is $150. On Nov. 6 
there will be a one hour 
course on business cash 
flow at a cost of $25 to 
the public. 
All of the above ser- 
vices are co-sponsored 
by the Northwest Com- 
munity College, Where 
they will be held. 
Inspectors 
report 
TERRACE - -  Over the 
month of Sept. no dwelling 
unit permits were issued. 
There were 5 permits 
issued for alterations at a 
value of $92,600, 2 
garage/car port permits at 
a value of $7,500, 18 
miscellaneous permits at a 
$18,800 value, 6 commer- 
cial permits at $13,100, no 
industrial permits, and 1 
institutional permit which is 
valued at $108,000. This 
brings atotal of 32 permits 
at a total estimated value of 
$240,000. 
This year to date there 
have been 150 permits 
issued at a value of 
$4,347,792, which is an 
increase of over 
$2,000,000 over last year 
at this time. 
Editor's Quote Book 
A man may be a fool and 
not know it, but not i f  he is 
married. 
14.L. Mencken 
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You don't have to 
be rich to 
adoV, 
the Terrace Review 
is yours for 
ONLY s2 
(per week, 30 words or less) , t  
HOW do you get your ad ~--~."-'~ 
Into the Review? ~ ~ , 1 ~  
• drop It in our mall slot ~ ~ ~ ' ~ '  
• mall it to us . )~/ r  ~\  ,,w- 
e come into our office . ._~-" .L, ~ 
• phone us . ¢'~tJ ' ,~  . J  
• or stop us on the street KI ~(J (/~v'V 
There will be no blllingl Pay next time you~l~li~l,  ~=,,," Ji, 
come In or next time you see us. We're work- 
Ing the "Honor Sys(em" 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace 635-7840 
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Sept. to Nov. --  Prenatal courses at Skeena Health 
Unit. Phone 638-3310. 
Wednesday, October 29 -- The Terrace Catholic 
Women's League will have Its Annual Fall Bazaar from 
7 to 9 p.m. Asusual, we have tea tables, sewing, bak- 
Ing, attic treasures, as well as our famous Cake Wheel 
and Bottle Table. Please come and lend your support. 
Thursday, October 30 -.- Reel World Film Society and 
NWCC in co-operation with Pacific Clnematheque pre- 
sent the film, "Demon Pond", at the Caledonia Secon. 
dary School Lecture Theatre at 7:30 p.m. This film ¢ap. 
tures the magic and suspense of demon princesses 
• and a court of monsters and lobsters. In the tradition of 
Japanese theatre, the female lead is played by a 
Kabuki actor. 
Friday, October 31 -- Come to the Elks Hall in Terrace. 
The Elks and the Royal Purple are having a Hallowe'en 
party. Live music by the Nighthawks. Lots of prizes, 
free rides home, snacks, bunwiches, costumes, lots of 
fun for everyonel For more Information and reserva- 
tlons, call 635-7517 or 6354605. Limited number of 
tickets available. 
Saturday, November 1 -- Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge No. 68 Fall Bazaar and Tea at the Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St., Terrace, 1:30 to 4 p.m. Home 
cooking, knifilng, sewing, etc. 
Saturday, November 1 -- Pancake breakfast at the 
Happy Gang Centre 8 to 11 a.m. Everyone welcome. 
Saturday, November 1 -- The Kitsumkalum Ski Club 
will be holding the annual Ski Swap at the Lazelle shop-. 
ping centre (next to Sears) between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
Items to be sold will be received on Thursday, Oct. 30 
and Friday, Oct. 31 between 7 and 9 p.m. at the Lazelle 
shopping centre. The club will also be holding registra. 
tion for the Nancy Greene Ski League, Bantam.Pepsi 
Challenge and the Alpine Racing Program. 
Sunday, November 2 -- Local resident Karen Enriquez 
invites people to participate In the Workout For Heart 
program. It will be held at Skeena Jr. Secondary School 
beginning at 1:30 p.m. All members of fitness classes 
will be contacted, but if you are not taking a regular 
class and wish to participate, please call Karen at 
638-0487 or Betty Campbell at 635-5221. This will be a 
fun workout with refreshments, great prizes, and will 
benefit research Into heart disease and stroke. 
Monday, November 3 -- TOOLS FOR PEACE organlza- 
tlonal meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave., Terrace. Come out 
and help the'1986 Campalgnfor Aid to Nicarague to be 
a success. For more Info., call Frances at 635-2436. 
November 4.30 --  Virginia Kimmlt, photographer from 
Prince Rupert, sponsored by the Terrace Art Associa- 
tion, at the Terrace Art Gallery (lower level library). 
Gallery hours, Tuesday to Thursday, 12 noon to 3 p.m. 
and 7 to 9 p.m., Friday and Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m., 
Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 5 --  It's a puppet ehow lll at the 
Terrace Public Library at 7 p.m. The puppet show is free 
and suitable for all ages. For more info., call 638-8177. 
Thursday, November 6 -- Monthly meeting of the Ter- 
race Art Association at 7:30 p.m. at the Gallery. 
November 7 & 8 --  With the cooperation of the Terrace 
Community Band and the Terrace The~ltre Alive Socie- 
ty, the Terrace Little Theatre will proudly present 
"Young Dracula" at the REM Lee Theatre, Nov. 7 at 8 
p.m. and on Nov. 8 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. For more Infor- 
mation call 635-9717 or 635-3768. 
Ssturday,.November 8 -- A "Book Sale" In the Skeena 
Mall from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., sponsored by the Terrace 
Public Library. There will be some fantastic bargains, 
sui'prise grab bags for a dollar, and much more. 
Wednesds November 12 -- Northwest Develol~ment Y '  II ,I 
Education Association Is showing the film, Bominga, 
about rural Bolivian women and their changing living 
conditions, at the Terrace Women s Resource Centre, 
4542 Park Ave., Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. A short business 
meeting will follow. Everyone welcome. For more Info., 
call Frances at 635-2436. 
Wednesday, November 12 -- Parenting & drug abuse 
information workshop. Caledonia High School, room 3, 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Constable Harvey from the RCMP will 
be on hand to present this NO CHARGE workshop. 
Saturday, November 15 --  As part of the Skeena Mall's 
annual Arts and Crafts Fair, the B.C. Heart Foundation 
is holding a big pre-Chrlstmas Bake Sale. You'll find all 
the Christmas goodies you d rather not bake yourself, 
and a beautiful gingerbread house will be raffled. Dona- 
tions of baked goods would be appreciated -- drop 
them off at the mall or call Karen at 635.0487 for pick- 
up. 
Saturday, November 22 -- The Big Band Dance and 
Dinner will be held at 7 p.m. In the Skeena Secondary 
School Gym, sponsored by the Terrace and Thornhill 
Band Parents Assoc. Tickets can be purchased at 
Sight and Sound in the Skeena Mall and table reserva- 
tlons made by phoning 638.3833. 
Wednesday, November 26 --- Terracevlew Lodge annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Hotel. For 
those Interested, memberships are available at Tar- 
racevlew Lodge. For members wishing to vote, member- 
ship of 30 days prior to the meeting date Is required. 
December 5 & 6 -- Christmas show at the Art Gallery 
Friday night and all day Saturday. Entry forms are 
available at the Gallery, library, Wallinda Crafts, Nor- 
thern Light Studio and Co-op Insurance. 
Education  continues in the  home .. 
TERRACE - - I f  your 
child is sick at home or in 
the hospital what hap- 
pens to his/her educa- 
tion? For a number of 
years School District 88 
has been offering a ser- Program". 
vice funded by the  This service provided 
Ministry of Education by the Terrace school 
through the Special Ser- district assures that your 
vices: Branch entitled child will continue to 
,,Hospital/Homebound receive the attention of a 
teacher while he or she is 
in  hospital or sick at 
home. 
Coordinating and car- 
tying out this service in 
the Terrace area is lSue 
Springer who works the 
equivalent of one/d~y a
week on the program. 
8us ~zdnger, hospitellhomebound teacher for School 
District 88 has been employed in the program for the Ter- 
race area over the past five years. ' 
Reel World. rolls 
TERRACE - -  On Thursday, Oct. 23 the Reel World 
Film Society showed two short films in the Lecture 
Theatre at Caledonia Senior Secondary School. 
by Andrea Deakin, Terrace contributor 
"Werner Herzog Eats His Shoe" was a short 
documentarydepicting the~,completion~.oL a bet. 
Werner Herzog had promised to eat his shoe and eat 
it he did. The film documented the preparation, 
cooking and consumption i terlaced with some com- 
ment from Herzog. It was an "in" joke. 
Much more interesting was "Garlic is as Good as 
Ten Mothers", a paean in praise of the vegetable 
which wasstimulating, amusing and pictorially very 
attractive. 
Next day I went out and bought aclove, instead of 
my powdered standby, I even chopped it and used it, 
not perhaps with the elan of the cooks at the garlic 
festival - -  but with reasonable success. I overcame 
my anglo-saxon distrust! The vivacity and lively 
strength of the film made it a stimulating experi- 
ence -- like garlic itself. 
The next showing of the Reel World Film Society 
will be on Oct. 30 when the film will. be "Demon 
Pond" from Japan. Demon princesses, magic and 
suspense performed in the tradition of Kabuki 
theatre. The film will be shown at the Lecture 
Theatre at Caledonia Senior Sec6ndary at 7:30 p.m. 
II A guide to /I 
I/ /~III IX~ ~,~ ~ Tel'race's II 
I /  ~Y l I '  ' ~ ~ l ; ~  night life - -  I I  
It I/I; II 
] ~1' ~ ~P eWtn:;a;r~°rnt' I
Northern 
Motor 
Inn 
This week's Saturday Jam 4 to 7' p.m, 
feature: Bring an instrument! 
Night Riders 
Country Western Singers 
I I I III 
"My pupils range fron) 
Grade I to Grade 12 and 
may be absent from 
school for a couple of 
days or more", stated 
Springer, who has been 
teaching homebound or 
hospitalized children for 
the past five years. Often 
the kitchen table or bed- 
side become the usual 
places for study. "Once 
the students realize that ] 
will beshowing up on a 
regular basis, they do 
their homework", stated 
_ Springer. 
"1 sometimes bring 
tape recorders, film- 
strips, projectors 'i , 
whatever is practical to 
help teach the student. 
Springer commented 
that the aim of the pro- 
gram is toward the even- 
tual return of the pupils 
to the classroom. 
Principals, teachers 
and parents usually con- 
tact Springer at Cassie 
Hall Elementary, her 
home base, and leave the 
child's name, grade and 
school. Regular teachers 
then assign a unit or the 
week's work in the core 
subject areas to Springer 
who carries her work to 
homebound students. 
"Teachers are very 
receptive and helpful in 
providing research 
material and advice on 
how to best teach the 
course", stated Springer. 
The  average yearly 
caseload for the program 
is 50 students. The 
number of pupils she 
I I 
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works with at any one 
time varies considerably 
depending on the general 
health of the school 
population. . 
Springer graduated 
from UBC with a degree 
in mathematics and 
physical educat ion/  
guidance. In 1970 she 
began teaching in 
Kelowna, moved to Ter- 
race in 1975 and has held 
a number of teaching 
positions in the school 
district. 
Springer's other ac- 
tivities include a part- 
time teaching assignment 
at Caledonia and 
teaching fitness and 
music. Other recrea- 
tional pursuits that she, 
her husband and chil- 
dren participate in are 
hiking, camping, canoe- 
ing, reading and jogging. 
Terrace rNIdent, Rosemarle EIIIott was concerned about 
her son's education and progress at school during his 
recuperation from surgery. As a parent Roeemarle is alp 
preclative of the effort and time of the hospitallhomebound 
teacher, Sue Springer. "1 think it's great that Marc has the 
opportunity to continue his class work until he's ready to go 
back to school" added EIIiott. 
r Ptz cto',y 
Fine Dining • 
l l l l nn l  in quiet surroundings! 
5:00 p.m. - -  10:00 p.m. 
4620 LAKELSE AVE. 638-8141 
, i i 
a M'S 
RESTAURANT 
i Se  ~ I~"  Chinese & Canadian Food Specializing l/~t OPEN 7 BAYS A WEEK 
Cuisine and Canadian iit~ Mon.Wed11:30AM--10:OOPM 
\~Thursday 11:30 AM -- 11:00 PM, 
Dishes Fri-Sat 11:30 AM - -  1:00 AM 
4eOaOronoAvo., Fo, Tike4Out ~ ] Sunday 12:OO AM - -  10:00 PM 
Ten'Ice, S,C. Ph. ~te4  4643 Park Avenue 635-6111 
DONUT " '  AVE NEXT TO SKEENA MALL 
'*c*°"* F tC  RY 
z :".~i:.. nu s, an w ches, 
0 i~i!~i!~ .... Muffins, Cakes, 
Ice cream, coffee, tea; 
Hot chocolate, Milk, Pop. 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
Ole's Place 
Lakalaa Lake 
Sunday Smorgasbord-5 to 9 p.m. 
for Family Dining 
for reservations: PH: 798.2231 
Visit our 
Nelnhbourhood Pub soon1 
_ .~. . - -~~~. /~. . .  ,., ~ ;~. .  ' - r l ,  l n l s  way tot he"world. 
~ he Canadian Pacific tradition of serving the North began 
over 40 years ago.Today, we still believe you deserve the 
world. So we've made a commitment to serving your area that 
no other airline can match. We now offer the most flights from 
Northern B.C. and theYukon to the most destinations inCanada. 
Plus more convenient times than ever before. And inflight service 
that's econd to none. Whether you're travelling on business or 
pleasure, across Canada or to our destinations on five continents, 
call Canadian Pacific. We'll make the world of difference. 
CartadianPacific AirLines 
• 
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Rotary purchases rCOmputer 
system for Terracevlew Lodge '. 
~ Terrace - Members of the raceview could apply for 
~a~" local :Rotary Club have funds, either directly or 
' ~ 4 provided representatives indirectly to finance the 
r at Terracevtew Lodge computer system. The 
with over $11,000 so Rotary .executive fe l t  
II operations at the institu- Terracewew Lodge was a 
~ ~ tion can be streamlined well run institution and 
. ~  . • and more attention the savings in time, af- 
• ~ j directed towards patient fared by the computer, ~
~. care. would make the overall 
~F / /  ~"1 ~ Phil Hartl ,  chairman operation even more ee- 
l ~ '~ J  [ ~ of  the projects commit- f ic ient .  Hart l  said 
B ~  ....................... == tee for the Terrace Ministry of Health 
~ ~ . ~ [ ~ ~ - ° ~  II Rotary Club, said a total representatives have ex- 
i l i C .  _ - : ~ ~ of $11,141.62 was pressed a high 
~ ~ll presented to Terraceview opinion" of the Ter- 
~ *~| Lodge officials to assist - raceview Lodge. 
..... ;z~ . . . . . . . .  them ]'n purchasing a Elleen Zips, accountant at Terracevlew Lodge, sits at the He explained that the 
rnlt, r~ ottrnnz,h=r ©veti=rrt new computer which will be used to complete day-to-day ~l in iet ru  ~v~=rel=J== purred! 
~ ~ 7 i  ~ _ .  Y . . , "  "=";;;" work and prepare ,nancml oats requ=reo oy me M,nlslry O~ , . . . . .  _, _;__.,__ . _ _ . . . .0  ~ ~  ~f the computer WUl ename H^-,.~ • Ilunoreo Slillllill- lllStltu- 
~ staff members at Tar- "'*°'"'" - tions and Terraceview 
raceview to complete Club T.V. auction which bars of the projects cam- ranks as,one of the best 
!~i numerous administrative is held annually A mittee toured the facility run facihnes. 
• ~ a s e l f - g e ~ e  sl-n went up at 4711 jobs, with the aid of the number of business and spoke with the ad- Hartl said he believes 
" - ' -  . . . . . . .  - - . . . . .  ' r v i  e a Lakelee Avenue on Friday. Norm Holmes, owner of Totem computer ,  . that ,are cur representanves donate mmlstrator of the m- Terracevlew p o d s 
Service gas station said placement of the sign finalizes_ renuy oemg ache oy items which are auction- st i tut ion as well as real need for inter- 
renovations at theslte.'rlte Petro Canada sign ledlep!a .y.e¢l hand. Hart l  explained ed on television to in- members on the Board mediate care" in the 
In red and white colors and replaces the old Gulf Ins|grad. t • hat  admin is t ra t ive  terestedbuyers, of  Directors, We felt, community. Funds for 
duties •involving payroll The funds raised after looking at the the computer system was 
I"t  .',= . , .  -. L ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~ • ,~  data, trust fund enteries through the vromotional facility, that people up one of our major pro- 
r,tlV lUUi:;tt and required reports to event are clonated to there deserve support jects for thisyear, Hartl 
. " . the Ministry of Health worthwhile communitv from the community of explained. The other was 
I I  [ [ _~t' i~_~1 m ~1 h e a 0  will be speeded up groups. Hartl said re- Terrace, and the Rotary the installation of a 
. ~,a, ,  l.F~ ~.a , ,  , w. through use of the co.m- quests for funds are Club considered it a helipad at Mills Memo -
Terrace - A new ex- Family Fun Day-  Ker- puter wnicn wi. allow received by  the Rotary worthwhile project• to rial Hospital. The site 
ecutive has been formed mode Canoe Regatta. staff members to devote Club and it is the fund, Hartl said.. He enab!es . hel~CnO=pter 
tn nwr~ee the 19~7 Ter- The Chamber of Com- more of their time to pa- revresentatives on the pointed out that there operators to o g p : 
" -  - - " - -  - -  • • - .  ' " ' • i race Riverboat Days merce has supported the t~ent care..It stream.hnes projects committee who are no avenu~ a.vadable t}ents ra ta  the hasp tal 
celebranons which will events through this sum- m.e. operauon, rtaru ex- analyse the proposals through which ter -  Irom ouuymg areas. 
run from July 25 to Aug. mar tourist counsellors pl~ne~.. . . . . . .  and determine whether 
3, 1987. and manager, Bobble ~unas prowoeo y me aims of the Ventures in 
The" are: Dave - Phillips. The 635-2063 Rotary Club cover cos~ question concur with the 
. . . .  ? " - -  "ann number used by the of the mscro compute Rotary ideals. The cam- ......... 
Ma,ett, presment; J -. Riverboat. committee plus the hardware ano mittee then makes a 
Cox, vice.president, belongs to the chamber one piece of furniture re- recommendation to the 
Gayle Htoltom t rea .  ;4 __,~_" and provides continuity quired for the computer executive of the Rotary . . . . .  
surer, ,.naro ~sramo, which would not other- system. Administrative Club andiftheyapprove 3ur message  
~i:eMtL~isecretary' Bruc  Grayj~e vW°~etbrei r a.~°r~',V~'rle?ilri:;bl: ~ ~ ~ i  ~fomn?~t :~! i  ie  : ! t ! i  ~ ~m the~tRr~o~ 
r~l~an~ndd~o:ne, t~!; " 19~)he~rr~tPaP i ; !~ awnadr:rpta~;U.nt ~o::. Terlrr~edeet~rm~e~he:h  ~ ,  ¥OUrroWce:kp~a:/H°:=Pe ; 
_ . .  Y " if the committee is not raceview, i!l also assume quest had merit, mem- . ARIES The new Moon puts e.m. pha.sis on f~an.c!~ ~t 
A I  inc .  r ans i  lilt for me utters Use extra care your mmmve ~acmu P informed, the event can- esp b _ y . • Mar.  21-Apr.19 m ""  ' messa-es ~t 
ed In the tramlng of staff on the maysenosatse s r ~t This executive will not be includ ' . . . . . .  ,^. Cats, d o Q s  ~t TAURUS See what your partner has in mind.. ,bef°re alte " 
in ana t;u.tputct. ~ ~"  m our lanofact ton Therewmueenanges  ~t plan scheduling, publici- overall plann" g . . . . .  . . - -  ~t Apr.  20.May 20 "gY  P ' ' " ' 
ty and overall themes for publicity. Therefore, the . rne money pro.vme.~ a0omoo ,~ GEMINI  __ .The:employmentp~cteUa~evl~o°rk:dfa~i°r:lblr:" ~f  
the fifth annual summer tive request that oy me Kotary t;mo is r" ~ MsyllJunezo Lucxiswimyou. y " 
event which will be close- ::e~Unts contact hem at rms.ed, through vanous TERRACE -- In Tar- ~t CANCER spon.slbdmeS,PuttmgyourcreatwetalentstoworkbrtngsaWtthadded prestige . . ~. 
1 tied to Terr c ' i - P.O. Box 248, Terrace, activities throughout the • a e s D a . . " month  o f  Sune21-July22 new meaning into your activities. Speculatsve '~ Y . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ,t. ,t.= .-nmar,, race durmg the ~t mattersshould farewell. ~t 
• Aoor  Hone  y~,a  . .=. -=,. t ,  ~ ' . . mond Jubdee. Bj_~.,v~u 4 . P . _,^... . . . ,  ..¢ ¢;..,a~ ..,,,. Sept. there were 76 m- • LEO An infusion of energy finds you ma.k.i.n.~ tin, * 
, . . . .  O3~-ZUO:~ or Joan at =u=u,.,~,, us .su ,~o t'='-" nn~,ndod -nimals of = ju l  23-ku 12 provements at home, much to the oe,gnt  o= 
/ne comm tree eoes 635-5633. cured Tram me Kotary . . . . . . . . . .  , ____ . ,  familymembers. ~t 
WhiCh 1~ were  rc lca~cu not sponsor any events _ . . . . . . . .  ~ . V lRGO Allow for some flexibility in your schedule,  ~t 
on its own and relies oy me owner, twenty ox ~" Aug D.Sept  22 soyou ' l lhavet imefor"drop- in  visitors mat 
totally on service clubs, these _animals were .~  . . . . .  APspeeacrt~tatrh:fd::r;able for exploring invest. $ 
hate s a d e c releases mrougn auop- -v j~jutt,.t v . . . . .  a t and 1 n m r hants ,-__ ,..., A,: i,,,,4 to t,= ~ Sept. 23-Oct. 22 l ent  possibthu.esin.thmgsofbe..u Y ~t 
~nd nther  ~nnrt~ ~nd tan,, out  q.u st~t~a u , ,  _ durability.¢.iuaraagamstover'spenomg. 
v"-~l'~,nt-o'o'r--nr'~ro-n;~-~t;n--n~ destroyed. Of the *. SCORPIO The Scor.pio lunation is sure.to rou.se_yo~r ~. 
t'o'"r"ov~cleth~"activ]t"ies destro ed animals ten ~ Oet..Z1.Nov.21 emotion.alnature, t'roceeowt¢.nreaspn"u'=. ~t P . 'Y ~ , , r  . . . . . .  ~ moderation ano restram the tenaency towara ~t 
• ' released by , Focus'on career matters may find you in the 
year's celebrations. 179 were released for * AQU-/~i I /us~a ..h,e eve Watch your step. There's not much 
Royal Canadian Legion adoption, 96 dogs were , jan.  ~e-~¢u. =- r~oo~-f~rerror. - * 
Iir~an~-h I ~t T~rr~-  ,4*=trnv ,~d ~,,t a~n cats " m~cl~_~ Avoid Impulsive action which could .create at 
~r='_'._.~'.." ~".~.._'~" "n '~ ~av° ' " ,~ '7 '  ""~" - - -  ~ ;'~-"m---Mar 20 debts which will take forever to resolve. Listen ~_ 
-r-=auc, tz,a~;c =xuu were oes[royeo. , . . . . . .  " " andlearn. 
__ J , - . . . _  ,-, ..t. ~)~housc~ac¢~. l  UI~net Gladys Oliver, ,left)member of the board of directors for For  ~ne_~l l  r e ` L _  __ .L .~..O.o,~l~d " , . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  , .o, . ." Terracevlew Lodge, holds the $11,141.62 cheque received were  =690.5u. P. BERT'S DELICA 
tes- unuoren  s ~arnlVal ;  from the Terrace Rotary Club for purchase of a computer, fees, $173 in llcence tees, ~ ,= ,~ma~.= . T 
Kinsmen . Tavern and Kathleen Delgatty,'Terracevlew administrator, displays the and $23 in destruction . ~ _ WE tMVE-  
Casino and Centennial plaque the Lodge presented to the Rotary Club in apprecla- fees. The month end , ~, t ~ ~ J [ ~ l t  .. .a /arge variety o!. . . . . . .  ~t 
Lions Second Annual tion for the donated funding 0 • meazs, encases, european " ' total  was $886.5 .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  novellles, super . 
A , * ~ ~'~ ~ ~ sandwlcl~es, fresh salads, . 
uampa=gn - . , ,= , ,~  f rom I)-,e $ "r.-~.-e.- m ~ t n h - ~  h~lea-- ' --- ' -~ - 4t ~F '~g~l .~.~~ We cater for large and : 
" " ' ' ' "  .. . . . .  " "  " ' " " :  ~ Icnlcs . . . . . . . l~b~ ,.,'~t~f;~ small parties and p , . 
that i t  started out  as a was and residents seem Peewee nouee league soneeuie ,t ~,' =°~I]L -i~:~" eS6.f~140 " 
public awareness cam- to be res ondin The Novemlmr2 . ~ * 
paign to let people know .P  g' ~ho~r~lvt~tFlin~ng . ,~  4603,, ? r ,  kA~ Terrace(~cr:s~fro~n~t~ ~b~rY) 
how messy their town town is cleaner . . . . . . . . . .  '* * "~ "IA 
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BY TOM ARMSTRONG MARVIN 
, .oT ..I, I'F I 
/ B.C. "~ , i  ~ ~<"-.'--,',-,.'.'- BY JOHNNY HART ' 
~ -  • ~ - f -  . . . .  ~ ,. 
• S . I " . 
This local youngster Is wall ing In l ine for pop- . - -~- .~, - . . - - ,  -. , ~. . . . . - -~:  v .~. . . . . . .  - -~ .k~,  • . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. • 
corn with her balloon clutched l ight ly  In hand • , . . . . . . .~;~., .  ,., q. i i  
SALLY FORTH BY GREG HOWARD 
Commit tee  holds  meet ,n?  
TERRACE --The Terrace Cleanup Comm!t e= 
recently met at McDonald's to discuss new projects 
and finalize details of current 151arts regarding the 
cleanup campaign. _ . .. 
The group talked about plans to keep up puonc 
awareness over the winter months. I 
The committee has reached a position where the 
Terrace Beautification Society will be more involved 
with public issues in order to keep plans going at a 
healthy pace. 
The next meeting will be held at 12 p.m. on Nov. 7 
and everyone is welcome. The meetings are held 
downstairs in McDonald's Restaurant. ~ " 4x4 Repairs and Automatic Transmissions ~ 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i Specializing in: 
I Terrace InteH0rs L td .  i 
! Exterior and interior paints I . .NORTH COAST 
!Armstrong flooring. Harding carpets , AUTO REPAIR  LTD.  
I Sunworthy wallpaper I 3220 River Drive, Terrace. B.C. 635-6967 ~ ,~tnc,_~ 
I "'All the supplies you need" I 
1 4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace I THERYATTS BY JACK ELROD 
I 635-6600 I X K,'r'r~ w,,'r'.~ ~ I 
I Weekly Crossword I "r,e ¢~','rAL o r  ) I 
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION 
1 ACROSS t" WIS IT I  i IDIEINt 7 Hamlet'S fe~din=t, I 
I Ge/m|nic tribesman 1T IH IR :E IE IN~OiDIA JL1  _ .mat ter :  Act I. SO.. 
I~ baron - ~ ~ - ~ - . ~ - - ~  ! I Tit eentr,e$ 
14 Mounlam in ureece ii, a f~l~|T!~llNiP..IAl~.!p_lSWi 12 " - -  - S vet'" 
]65 ll~IdWpl%dfmm ~ 13 Sleeper'$ sound 
I 18  Wr i te l s  - m | I s  
22 Kindofnecktie ]ll[DlRlg:iAlM[ll::[kli,~_[:'l'[l[ll[ 26 Make- - -  
z3 po,,.,..,,.. - - " i i~ i~ iE l~ i i~ iT - -  z, I~7=o~;~,,,-,, 
~o ..,,~- ,, .o..,.,.=,..,o ~= "''""" FRED BASSET BY ALEX GRAHAM 33 Mystery Author Le -- Buddhists " 34 .Milch. f0~instance 
34 Greateramount 59 Shoppeword 35 El)el 
35 Wordlettet. lorshod 59 --Abab = 37 Non.Pmles,mnal 
36 Footlesscrulme 60 e.,o* ,=~ He)~ HERE...LET ME TAKE THkT ~OU GO ANP 
37 British nobleman 61 Stopping place 43 Let i¢ ~t,,e HEWY TRAY... ( THE WASHIH~ UP. r 
38 Tryouttest 62 OIlensivelyworded 44 Stylish " 
[ = l  I , 
I " ' "  " | " " '" ANDY CAPP BY REGGIE SMYTHE 
3, " ! '1 '~f2" 
' !i '"  
3|  
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i - - - - -  
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. ~:,.': .ou ,~u.yal ~ • Animals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Announcements . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Apartments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Auto: Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Trucks ". . . . . . .  . . . . . .  26 
Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
Business Opportunities . . . . . .  12 
Business Personals . . . . . . . . .  10 
Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Employment Opportunities... 11 
Employment Wanted . . . . . . . .  15 
Found . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
For Rent Misc . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
For Sale Mlsc . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
Garage Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 
Homes for Rent . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Homes for Sale . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 
House Trailers . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 
Legal notices . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35 
Livestock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Lost & Found . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
Machinery . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  21 
Marine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
Memorial notes . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Misc. for sale .. . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
Mobile Homes . . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 
Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
Notices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Obituaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Opportonitles: 
Volunteer . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 
Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 
Employment . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 
Personal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Attractive white female, 24, 
I rtterested in meeting 
French male, 25 - 30, for rela- 
tionship. Write to File 6, c/o 
Terrace Review, 4535 Grelg 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7. 
10122p 
Kalum Family Day Care has 
openings. Fenced yard, pets 
and toys. Ages newborn to 
12 years. Full-time, parttime 
or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Color counseling with Beau-' 
ty Counselors' Makeup - -  
whether it Is a natural or a 
more dynamic look that you 
des i re ,  your Beauty 
Counselor representative 
will be able to create a look 
that is in harmony with your 
personality, lifestyle and 
skin tone. Learn wh)ch col- 
ors are definitely for you, 
and those you should avoid. 
Call 638-0447 for a free 
demonstration. 11/5p 
Computer AMIGA owners 
who wish to join a user 
group, contact 638-1418. 
1115p 
Breemom hide-a-bed, good 
condition; metal storage sh- 
ed; moosehorn table, wood 
top or can be converted for 
glass top. Enquire at 
635-6479 after 4 p.m. 11/5p 
Rsher wood stove fireplace 
Insert, $690. French provin- 
cial couch/chair, $325. Green 
recliner chair, $165. Offers 
considered. Skates sizes 9 to 
12, $8 to $15. Large wood 
doll house, $50. Phone 
635.4751. 10129p 
Classifieds = $ 
FOR RENT- 
1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. 
* Laundry facilities 
* Balconies 
* 2 blks from downtown 
* Rents start at $290 
• References required 
Ph. 838.1507 or 635.5224 
• " | ,  i n 
B.C. motel chain urgently re- 
quires experienced couple 
for hands-on management 
of small motel wtth limited 
staff availability. Apply in 
writing to: Motel Manager, 
4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1 R6. 1115c 
The Skeens Labour Market 
Development Committee 
has an opening for Forestry 
Training Field Managers to 
supervise and reinforce 
trainees in the full range of 
silviculture activities. This 
full-time position will be for 
the duration of 22 weeks 
commencing approx. Nov. 
10, 1986. Duties: To provide 
transportation (vehicles), 
powersaws and other 
necessary equipment to 
complete the full range of 
silviculture activities. The 
rates for the equipment 
quote Is to be on an ALL 
FOUND basis. The Manager 
would be responsible for the 
supervision and discipline 
of the trainees for the field 
training in: forest manage- 
ment, si lviculture tech- 
niques, planting and planta- 
tlon management,  f i re 
prevention and fire suppres- 
sion techniques. Qualifica- 
tions: Extensive background 
In forestry and silviculture. 
An institutional technical 
degree in forestry would be 
an advantage. Salary: Will 
be at $12.50 per hour, plus 
benefits. There is a vehicle 
and equipment allowance. 
Please send a detailed 
resume to: 
Mr. Rod Arnold, Chairman, 
S.L.M.D.C. 
300-C 4722 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 
This competition closes 
Oct. 31", 1986. 10/29c 
New concept for earning ex- 
tra $$-  no risk, but with 
good earning potential. Sell 
Itself, no inventory or invest- 
ment. Excellent product 
with unique approach to 
network marketing P/T or 
F/T. Write for info package. 
Box 132, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4A2. Please include phone 
number, tfnc 
- - I i I I I I m i 
I 
I ("-'-";"" We am now taking applications! 
I Spacious & quiet suites at the comer of Welsh/Kenney. 
I • frldge, stove, drapes, w/w carpet, double sink 
• free parking 
I • walking distance to Skeena Mall and bus stop 
I • near schools, theatre, store & recreation ground 
I • security system and on.site management 
i • references required 
| Come for a view. You'll enjoy our 
i residence In an excellent location. 
i Call E la ine -  638-1748 
m 
• 4934 Davis Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Pets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 
Real Estate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 Excellent downtown retail ~ P~=, of - ~  
Recreational Vehicles . . . . . . .  29 space located at Terrace's ~ British C=~,mb= ~ Province of 
Rentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 busiest Intersection. For in- Ministry ot British Columbia 
Room & Board 19 formation, call G. McCon- Forests 
Sales (Garage, Yard) . . . . . . .  17 nell or M. Kerr at Sight and Otmtrnmnt Ministry of 
Snowmobiles 26 Sound, 635-5333. tfnc I e ot c,,m Attorney General 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Canadian 
Thank-you notes . . . . . . . . . . .  6 For rent or lease, 1800 sq. ft. Forestry NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Service Trucks 26 shop or store space on Estate ofthedeceased: 
Volunteer Opportunities . . . . .  14 Grelg Ave. Fenced storage NOTICETO LUST: GEORGE 
Wanted Misc . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  9 area and parking. Ph. INTENDING BIDDERS Late of 4103 North 
Wanted to Rent . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 635-2655. tfnc Sparks Street 
WorkWanfed . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 Notice of Federal/Provincial 
Yard Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 For lease or renti bodyshop contract projects to be financ- Terrace, B.C. 
with spray booth and air ed by Environment Canada- Creditors and others having 
compressor. Approx. 1500 CanadlanForestryServlceand claims against the said 
sq. ft., large parking area. the British Columbia Forest estate(s), are hereby required 
Ph. days 635-2655 or eves. Service under the Forest to send them 
798-2528. tfnc Resource Development Agree- duly- verified to the PUBLIC 
ment (FRDA). TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6Z 2E5, Sealed tenders for the follow- 
i~ 26  Tr  uc  ks  before December 3, 1986 after 747 Squadron Air Cadets ing PLANTING CONTRACTS which date the assets or the 
need volunteer Instructors will be received, by the said estate(s) will 'be 
for Wed. evenings - -  2 ad- 1979 International Scout DISTRICT MANAGER distributed, having regard 0nly 
B.CoF0rest Service, 310-4722 ministrative officers for fll- 4-wheel drive, automatic. Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, to claims that have been 
ing and typ ing-  2 civilian Wired for trailer, two new received~ 
instructors for training air spares, roof racks,excellent B.C., V8G 1R6. 
cadets. For further informa- condition. $4,000. Phone Closing date has been extend. S.C. Rumsey 
tion, please call 635-9197. 635-676Oafter4p.m. 10129p ed to 13:30 December 12, PubllcTrustee. 11/t2c 
11119p 1986 for the following 
1979 F.150 Ford, 302 engine, previously advertised con. ~lt didn't cost me a'Min~ 
~ : . . . .  automatic, new rubber, tracts listed below: 
19 F0rRent 5s,oo0 miles, AMIFM" Contract: / to  advertise for a mint l 
I 1921 silver dollar in J 
L the classifieds. J 
• 
cassette, 10-ft. flat deck. P87R05-OO1 P87R05-DO2 
1.bedroom furnished unit in $3,250. Will take Car in par- P87R05-903 P87RO5-904 
Thornhill. $200 per month, tlalpayment. 1115c P87R05-005 
Phone635-4453. 1115p Note: Particulars are available 
from the Terrace District 0f- 
2-bedroom townhouce near flee. 
hospital. Frldge, stove, All tenders MUST be submit: 
drapes. Phone 635-7191 
weekdays, 9 to 5. tfnc ted on the forms and in the 
Comfortable 2O.ft. Triple E envel0pesprovided. 10/29c 
2-bedroom traller on its own motorhome. Sleeps 6. 
lot on Queensway. Natural Stereo, speakers, TV anten- •`••••••••••••••••••••••••;•••••;•;•;•;•••;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••;••;••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
gas heat, near store and bus na, cruise control, power .:~......................... . .  ....:.:.:,-...:......... ........ ... .......... ..............v.,,..........,.....,:. 
st°p" Immed" °ccupancy" steering' brakes' d°uble iii THECoAC MAN i 
$350 per month, $150 tanks. Phone635-5412. 
deposit. P hone 638-8398.townhouees.1115c 10129p A PAR TMENTS !! 
i 3 ibedroom 
iii!l & 2 bedroom apartments 
iii: available on the bench in Terrace. 
iiii Clean, affordable suites to suit all 
iiii (including families). 
iiii TO VIEW PLEASE CALL 
iiii 635-3618 ,,. !i 
Centrally located. Comes 
with fridge and stove, plus 
hook up for washer and 1200 sq. ft. 3-bedroom home 
dryer, References required, on large lot. Full basement 
Phone635-9593. tfnc with sauna and rec room. 2 
3-bedroom home available fireplaces, sun deck, large 
Immediately on Loen Ave. shop and storage building 
Spacious and quiet. $400 detached. Modern home in 
per month, $200 deposit, quiet area at 4708 Gair Ave. 
Phone638-8398. 1115c For more details phone 
638~254. tfnc 
Small 1.bedroom house on 
bus route in Thornhilh 
Fridge and stove. Phone ~ "Best in Town" 
635-6690. 1115p I I  
Summit Square 
For Lease Apartments 
Restaurant. ~ii~i~i~i!~i!iii~iiiiiii!~i~iii!iii!!iiiiiiii~!i~!~iii!ii~....~ii~i~!~] ~ ~ iii i !ii~i~!~i~!i!i!i~i!i!ii~i~i!~iiii!iii~i~iiiiiii~i~~i!~ii~J for  lease as of 
November 1, 1986. ~, Attractive, spacious, with ,,, Security enter.phones and . 
storage room deadbolts 
Contact ,,, Colored appliances and fixtures v, Fully draped and co-ordinated to 
Slumber Lodge in ~, Beautiful cupboards, double wall-to-wall carpets 
Prince Rupert stainless sinks ,,, Six-channel satellite TV 
909 3rd Avenue West ,,, Large balconies with screened ,.,' Racquet courts 
patio doo'rs ,., Ample parking 
Karole Franke at ~, Laundry facilities 
627-1711 Phone 635-5968 (References required) 42tnc 
11/5( :  
IPI II I I I i I  I 
Classified Ads: deadline is Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
As a public service the Terrace Review will print free of charge any ad offeringto share something with the 
community (e.g., rides, child care, free Items). In addition, there will be no charge for "Lost and Found" or for 
ads placed by Individuals seeking work. 
Rates: Non display, per issue; $2.00 for 30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display. per Issue; $4.00 per column Inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TmrmJz_ .  P•vmnnt  w i th  nr r l• r  l ln l~a~ nth , , , rw lcza  ar rmnn~*t t  
0 ¸ 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CONTINUED 
Province of ...... I
~ British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Health 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
Notice is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vital Statistics for a 
change of name purusant o 
the provisions of the "Name 
Act'~ by me: 
Margaret Norma Kruisselbrink 
of 2202-2607 Pear Street 
in Terrace, B.C. 
to change my name to: 
Margaret Norma McEwan. 
10/29p 
~ SKEENA 
CELLULOSE 
NOTICE 
to 
BRIDGE CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders for the con- 
struction of the Scheme "A" 
-Mattson Culvert and Road Ap- 
proaches and/or Scheme"B" 
• Mattson Creek Diversion, 
Bridge construction and Road 
Approaches on the Copper 
River Forest Road, will be 
received in the office of the 
project Manager at 4600 Block 
Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. no 
later than 
2:00 p.m. on November 5th, 
1986 
and will be opened In public at 
that time. 
Plans and specifications may 
be viewed and/or obtained 
after 0ctobei" 27th; 1986 at the 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., Terrace 
Operations office or at Gower, 
Yeung and Associates Ltd. in 
New Westminster. Adeposit of 
$50.00 is required which will 
be refunded to the unsuc- 
cessful bidders upon return of 
the plans and specifications in 
good condition within 30 days 
of the opening of tenders. 
All Inquiries hould be made to 
Brian Shaw (telephone 
638-3176) Skeena Cellulose 
Inc., or the Consultant 
Engineers (telephone 
524-8521) G0wer, Yeung and 
Associates Ltd. 
Tenders must be made subject 
to the conditions of tender and 
submitted on forms Supplied. 
No tender shall be considered 
having any qualifying clause. 
The lowest of any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Terrace Operations 
10I2Oc p.O.Box 3000 
Skeena elects Dave Parker tro= me i 
confirm fears expressed compared to the 1983 
by New Democrat cam- election but incremental: 
paigners that Hayes and ly higher than any other 
Sebastian would attract previous election. The 
voters who might other- communities of Terrace, 
wise be inclined to favor Thornhill, Kitimat and 
the NDP. Although it Smithers accounted for 
cannot be assumed that about 80 percent of the 
all the votes would have voting. 
gone to Howard, the 
figures show that Parker One remarkable fea- 
won by less than a ma. ture in the ~ election ~ 
jority. Of the 20,712 figures is a rather 
registered voters in the dramatic decline in the 
riding, 70.36 turned out number of registered 
to cast ballots in the elec- voters in Skeena, from 
tion. The participation 24,860 in 1983 to 20,712 
was down seven percent for this year. Although 
there have been strong 
criticisms of the last pro- 
vincial enumeration, it 
seems unlikely that more 
than 4,000 eligible voters 
could have been missed, 
and a large part of those 
would have appeared as 
Section 80 voters. The 
results of the 1986 census 
will not be final for some 
time, but appears safe to 
assume that Skeena has 
experienced at least a 10 
percent popu la t ion  
Shrinkage over the past 
three years. 
Nurses tovote on contract proposal 
The Northwest association executives of the B.C. Nurses Union assembled In downtown 
Terrace recently before leading a rally at Mills Memorial Hospital. "rhe demonstration was 
part of a continuing protest by the BCNU over lack of progress in contract negotiations. 
On the evening after the rally, the mediator in the dispute filed a contract proposal. BCNU 
members will vote on the proposal Nov. 6. 
Young Dracula 
A chorus of local talent performs in the play Young 
Dracula. The gypsy chorus rehearses the song of the gyp. 
sles in preparation for upcoming shows on Nov. 7 and 8 at 
the REM Lee Theatre. Tickets are available at Carter's 
Jewellers and Sight and Sound. 
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Allan Hassal, local artist and teacher, hosted a premiere 
showing of his artwork on Oct. 17 at the Northern Lights 
Studio. His paintings will be on display In the gallery until 
the end of the month. 
Beyer from Pale 4 
I'm not against gambling. There is merit in trying 
to keep in this province the millions of dollars spent 
every year in Reno and Las Vegas by British Colum 
bians. 
It is also quite possible that a lot of Americans will 
come here in search of the elusive jackpot because 
they won't have to pay tax on their winnings. 
But it would be foolhardy for the government to 
rush into uncharted terrain before examining all 
possible pitfalls. I don't think the premier has done 
that. And if he says it will be just like Monte Carlo, 
we should ask him what assurance we've got that it 
won't be like Vegas. 
In the final analysis, the possible benefits might 
not be worth the gamble. 
Plan 
don't know the carrying 
capacity of the lake, any of 
the thresholds; we need 
more technical and scien- 
t i f ic in fo rmat ion . "  
The hearing will con- 
tinue tonight, Oct. 29, at 
continued from peje 2 
7:30 p.m. in the-Thorn- 
hill Community Centre, 
but only written submis- 
sions will be accepted. It 
is expected that this will 
be the final session of the 
public hearing process. 
The Kinsmen Club 
of Terrace 
presents 
$1,000 JACKPOT 
MINIMUM GAME $1OO 
15 GAMES & 5 EXTRA GAMES 
Doors open: 5:45 PM 
Early-bird game: 7:15 PM 
Regular games: 7:45 PM 
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 8th. 
AT THORNHILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 
i i .  i l l  i i  ii i i  ii i i  i i i i  i 
Val George prepares to sing his solo part In the play Young 
Drecula. George Is among about 17 Terrace residents who 
perform as the gypsy chorus In the Terrace Little Theatre 
production. The play will take place on Nov. 7 and 8 at the 
REM Lee Theatre. 
Subscription Order Form: 
r-i 1 year- $24 
13 Cheque i3 Money Order 
Please send a subscription to: 
Name 
Address 
Phone Postal Code 
I-1 2 years - $45 
F] Charge Card: MasterCard [ ' 
Visa[ '  
Card # 
Expiry Date 
- Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 M7 
' l  
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QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO•OOO•@OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOeOOOODOOOOOOO eOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOO 
In Terrace Councl TERRACEVIEW LODGE i 
TE I I tRACE-  Money me.bets of Project} NEEDS . |  ~ ~ ~!~ }* 
avai lable to the  R.A,F.T. (Responsime : V /'% I I I I ~[  I h~ 
municipality of Terrace Action for Teens) have : I k J  U '- : ~ [I , .  • .  ~ : 
through .the Resident!al requested the cRy's help : ~ ,. ,~.:o:o~. 
Rehabihtation Assls- in establishing an ad- . . ~ ~, ,  ' * " " '  • . * • • • D )•qlOoOoOq • 
tance Program. (RRAP) mnmstratwe, office and' •. . a l~ l~ l l~ lk  ~[~ ,,, ,oo. ,•  ° ' • ~ •• 
has been increased for drop- In counselhng • ~~lU l i l~~l  k ~ ,.%:.*o:, • 
P•OBOoOg| the second time this year. center for local youth. : ~ t " ~  ~ I 
The RRAP fund is in- The letter indicates that . ~ "~ ~ ~ - '1  | 
tended to provide grants the organization is ~ ~ \ j ~r ~ IE  | • I and low-cost loans for presently operating three ~ ~ ~ / ~ l  ~ ~ 
home owners who need evening programs a week ~ J i l l  ~ ~ d~ ( 
financial assistance to in St. Matthew's  • ~ / ~  q |  
make critical re airs to Anglican Church hall ~ ~ ~ ~ / ]~[ig =1 |P • ~ • 
their dwellings, and two o f  the local • ~ ]~ ~[v  ~ ~ 
Canada Mortgage and schools, but administra- : ~ ~ ~i~ ~ | ; 
Housing Corporation tive problems:are occurr- : ~ ~[  / ~ | ! k ' J f  
(CMHC), the federal ing due to lack of a con- . ~ W[V'  ~ | ~ 
agency that administers tral office. ~ ~ " I~  ~ ~. • 
RRAP, originally set Terrace and District ~ JmmEl l~ l l l~ l  i~]l[ , f ,~eo: ,  i A . : 
Terrace's 1986 allocation Community Services, the ** ~ 1~j '  ~.:0 :, ~ =_  
at $I1,000, a dramatic letter states, has donated ~ ~ ~ ~= ~ ~ A'° '  I • 
dr°p fr°m m°re than a m°dular building t° ~ t [Y '  ' ~" '~ /~"~ ~'~! : :  ! h / 1  I ~ $90,000 received in1985, the project, andtheletter o ~ ~ ~_  I ~  ];' ,  L . 
Followin strong objec- went on to request hat • ~ ~.,,.. ~ ~ ~ ~l~,,lflli~ '~ ~ .' = : 
tions from the city the c,ty-owned property • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ]~J l~  ~.rA ~ [ • 
overnment CMHC in= on Davis St. be made ; ~ ~ • = ~ J ~ ' g ' ' • • . O 
creased the level to avadable as a locaUon, o ]~- .o , .~  ~ r...~~~.~ ~ .'•'.'.'''" ~ . 
$23,000. In a letter The letter also requested . ~ :2~, \ ] .,. - - - "  , [ • 
received by Terrace that sewer and water : ~ ~f .~%drer racev lew ~ '  | 
' council at the Oct. 27 connections be made free _. " ~ ~'~ ][ Lodge ~, /~ ! ~ ~ 
meeting,  George of charge. ; O~ I ~1~-  '~11~ ~ 
• • Fessenden, manager of • ~ ~ u 
CMHCsPnnceGeorge " l ' l~ .~4b~.~e~v~ . _" ~k  / ~ J* ~ ~ ~I , " I • ~ 
• • 
office, announced a fur- I l l  I l t ~ l l  • ~ I~  ~ ~ - -  I • 
ther boost of $15,000, , m,  : ~ __~r'lP'~. ~i : 
bringing the total to r [n inns  • a v  , : 
lu i ~nu,  %~ • Ap~ r l ~ / • 
$38,000. • ~ . . - - - - - -1  m . 
Mayor Jack Talstra ~ l& l f~ ~ 4" ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ J 
told council that the ~ VV Cl, I t • J[ I ,dr . : 
• • , • CMHC Board of D]rec- =., , • ~ i /~  i "~  
tors, a diverse group of 1"1 nal  : \ I F '  : 
people from every region * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] [~ _ • 
of Canada, visited Ter- 41.,.. I n , ,  : / . . -  • • 
race in late September LO. I l y  * = ~ ~ / mr  ' ' ' '~  ¢ : 
and were suitably ira- . • ~ ~ ~ ' I  ~V ~ ** 
pressed with the corn- The percentage of * ~ ] l '~ '~~ [ ~ ' l~  j ~ .. 
munityFessenden,slet, vo~ularsuvvortforthe : ~ ,~ ['. '~ - '~k~, l [  j tF . 
, " p . . . .  • , ~ • 
ter states that the RRA Social Credit Party was _ ~ ~r  ~:~.'~l k . "~ [ j~ '0  ~ i  * 
increase ts a dtrect cons•- wrtuallv unchan=ed m • ~ ~'  ];':~g.~'.'~ ' t  ~ . ' : i  ~ e ~ l  • 
quence of a request made comvar'ison to the 1983 * ~ l  IF'  ~ :~ '~f .~ '~. . _~. . * . * ;~  ~ / [ : 
to the board chairman election, staying at 49.7 : ~ ~ ~: '~  ** '~ . : *~,%~/  r I - l - I  - [ ~ ~ : 
durmg that v]sR. nercent. The New Demo- • ~ I / : .7  ~ I I ! / • 
_ Talstra pointed.out, cratic Party, however, : " ~k|  ~:~- -  I l l  I ~ l /  i * 
however, it is unlikely 1 t 2.8 ercent o finish • • os p . , • 
that avadable RRAP nt The . n • • . w!th422perce  • ~f f . . '~  We vegotourprlorlt lesstraightad / ~l l  
funds wdl meet local cle r s ~cked u two , v • . . . . .  " L~be al p" p . ~K~" .* .~ we'reinthe Christmas spirit. ~ / • 
mana, and .qJa. oeo.rge percent, apparently at : ~ Everyone talks about the real ~ | j '  : 
Clark speculated that nse of the NDP * . . . the expe , . ~ meaning of Christmas and every year ~1~ • 
there may nave oeen. a and on a provincial scale • ~ we make a resolution to make NEXT ~" : 
strategy involved on the ro resswe Conser • • ,, . . the P g ' - ~ Christmas less commercial. , | o 
part of CMHC. Ftrs~ vat|re showing was in- .* ~ _* 
you cut the funding from will * I " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  significant., Socreds , ~ j~ The Terraceview Lodge Christmas Stocking Fund is i~ • 
$90,000 to $ll,0~0, then o the69 • . . . .  be occupying49 f . ~ a perfect opportunity to pull the community ~ . 
you increase R to $~,uuu t 1 ture ; h lone rs ~. " ." ', . ,, seats in the leg'sa , Lt~ together and filIone giant stocking fort e p e L . 
~a  .everyone s nappy, by unofficial figures, ~ l [~  of-this community. ~ : 
~arK musea.. _ giviKg them a majority ' . ~  ~ * 
In a Je~[er to Ierrace th • , ii . . . . . .  of 71 percent in e . ~ WE'RE EXCITED !! And we know that what we believe ~ • 
council, the ooaro , • House on the strength of , ~ about this community is true - we re committed, pro- ~ [ . 
- • . . . .  .. a 49.7 percent popular ; ~ gressive, caring and we love to have fun doing i~  I : 
Lagour  counc i l  t mar  in  ' ' n" * _ vote, the highes g • ~ something together so - here s the pla . ~ | • 
b ins fourth of  over-representatmn : ~ - . a re  • 
. • • " • 
,4 , . , , - J -  since the NDP landshde • ~.~JV  1. Each week (cut off 12.00 noon Fridays) starting J~ | . 
~au~,aMe in 1972 when 40 percent  ', I I~~ ~ber , -29 ' .  1~)86 donations are gratefully ac- ~ ,  : 
TERRACE - -  The  of  voters elected 80 per -  i ~ t e d -  at-'l'erraceview Lodge, Ev's Men's Wearatli~g : 
• and cent of the legislature . • K i t tmat -Ter race  . . . . . . .  " ,, ~ and Northern Drugs Pharmacy. d~ f '  • 
District Labour Council ARnougn me overall : ~  • 
o the election ~ . . ~ '  • will celebrate its thirtieth ~ . . . . . .  . a ~  results f =,,,;,,,.r=o-, ,h;= w,,ok,.n,~ were not surorising, a : ~ of those c0ntr!butlng and the amount ~ • 
- : :  . . . . . .  • : . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  : : - . ,~  . r  • ~ (people may wish to remain anonymous) will b ~ ~  IT : 
w~m" a CRy-rang sym- ~,~,~ ~^,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,. '-- • . . . . . . .  . ...,,, _ .Em=~-n  il • ---'"--usmu, ~'-'==mu =--^ 'u,..u,.,,"'"~" v,', in,,..t =, fi¢,ureso reveals. ,, i l l~r  oublishedp in the Terrace Review ~ o r m U  t . 
aP;,,,,. "rh,. t,-,,.,~' n¢ ,h,. that ridings which , ~ '  December 24, 1986. It's our way of ore : 
s"~'p'osiu'm " ~l~'"be" the returned the same party : ~ saying thank youl Watch the count ~ Information call: : 
relationship of labour to as m the 1983 elect~on : go up] ~ Oenlene =it • 
...m-nlClnal_ r affairs;  did.so.by, much. narrower. • ( . ~ ~au,,,v, ,-  ,  oo 
' ' ma ormes nn many cases, o Torracevl®w Lodge , discussion begins at 1 J . . . . .  . ( 3. Envelopes will be provided in all ~ ~ F  Torracovlew Lc o 
• in s me count • m 13 no • .m. Nov 1 in the g * p • , . locations. 
Carpenters Hall at 3312 - . X ' was so close that no of  ' 8~8"099'" 223 • 
Sparks st. ficial winner, can .be . k ~ w~v-v - - - . . ,  .* 
The dinner will begin declared untd the Sectton : k ~ • 
at6p .m,  in theThornhil l  80 ballots are added up. :  REMEMBER - : 
Community Centre, and Of the ridings still in 
it is to be followed by a question, 11 are ten- 
dance featuring live tatively held by Social 
music by a group from Credit and two by the 
Chile. NDP. 
THAT MAKE BIG DOLLARS!I 
IT'S THE LITFLE DOLLARS .. 
lOraO.' 
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